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Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a short range technology for 
transferring information. The main advantage of passive RFID systems over active 
communication systems is the battery-less operation at the client sides. However, there are 
two major challenges that limit the widespread adaptation of passive RFID systems: short 
communication range and low read rate in dense deployments. This dissertation addresses 
these issues by studying the root causes and develops solutions for them.  
In this dissertation, understanding the backscattering behavior of antennas and also 
the mutual coupling interactions among them are found to be the root causes of the two 
above-mentioned challenges for RFID networks. Thus, by studying these two main root 
causes solutions for them are proposed, investigated and verified, by simulations and 
measurements. The contributions in this dissertation include: (1) Design of a new 
measurement technique to estimate the structural scattering coefficient of a linear antenna. 
(2) Showing that the well-known Green model cannot completely explain the variation of 
the radar cross section of a T-match bowtie antenna over its Г plane. (3) Introducing dual 
loading in designing RFID antenna tags to: (a) Increase the vector differential 
backscattering signal, (b) Produce higher order modulations. (4)  Introducing a new state 
for RFID tags in that tags switch to a low scattering states to: (a) suppress their interference 
to a target antenna in the network. (b) Stabilize the RCS of the target antenna. (c) Increase 
read rate in RFID networks. (5) Numeric analysis of the mutual coupling impedance for 
two side by side scattering antennas. (6) Introducing a multi-port RFID which can switch 
to different load impedances to help a target antenna in its vicinity increase its signal over 
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Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a short range technology for 
transferring information. The main advantage of passive RFID systems over active 
communication systems is the battery-less operation at the client sides. Passive RFID 
systems have already been accepted in many applications for asset tracking and 
identifications as a replacement of a barcode technology. Furthermore, passive RFID tags 
are becoming popular in battery-less sensor area. However, there are several major 
challenges that limit the widespread adaptation of passive RFID systems including: short 
communication range and low read rate in dense deployments. This dissertation addresses 
these issues by studying the root causes and develops solutions for them.  
A passive RFID system consists of a main base station, called RFID reader, and 
several clients, called RFID tags, in the field. In order to access the information from an 
RFID tag, the RFID reader initiates the communication. First, the reader emits a continuous 
wave (CW) signal to deliver energy to the tags. Tags harvest every from the RF signal to 
run their circuitry. Next, the reader sends out a query to tags calling out the ID of a specific 
tag. The RFID reader continues the query with a CW. The tags decode the query. If the ID 
of a tag matches with the interrogated ID in the query signal a switch in the tag is activated 
to switch the input impedance of the tag between two values.  By doing so, the RFID tag 
actually changes its radar cross section (RCS) between two values. This way, the tag is 
able to encode its stored information based on the change in the RCS over the CW signal 
from the reader antenna. This method of transferring information is called: differential 
2 
 
backscattering [1], [2], [3]. Higher magnitude of the differential backscattering signal from 
a tag results in: (a) larger coverage (range) of the RFID reader and (b) higher probability 
of detection of tags. Thus, selecting two optimum loads at the RFID tag which can produce 
the highest differential backscattering signal is a major challenge in passive RFID area. On 
the other hand, when the number of tags in an RFID network increases by any query from 
RFID reader a chaos of backscattering signals is produced due to antenna scattering 
phenomenon. This chaos produces interference to an ongoing backscattering link between 
an RFID reader and an RFID tag and as a result reduces the signal to noise ratio of the 
communication link between them. The resultant high interference in RFID networks is the 
second major challenge in these networks causing low read rates in these networks. In the 
following two subsections the two above-mentioned major challenges are addressed in 
RFID networks and a literature survey for them is performed.  
 
1.1 FIRST CHALLENGE IN RFID NETWORKS 
The first challenge in passive RFID systems is an optimum selection of the two 
load impedances at which the maximum differential backscattering is achieved. The first 
comprehensive model for finding the maximum differential backscattering in 
backscattering links was conducted in [1] in 1963. Later on in 2007, the introduced model 
in [1] was used in [2] to study the maximum differential backscattering of an RFID T-
match bowtie antenna. The model in [1], is still a touchstone for characterizing two 
scattering states for backscattering links. According to [1] (and also [3]), the scattering 
field 𝐸𝑠 from an arbitrary antenna loaded by 𝑍𝐿 and illuminated by an arbitrary field has 






⁄ )(𝐴𝑠 + 𝛤)      (1) 
where  𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the induced current by the incoming field at antenna terminals when it is 
terminated at the load impedance (𝑍𝐿) complex conjugate of the antenna (𝑍𝑎
∗), 𝐸𝑎 is the 
field radiated by the antenna when the current at the antenna terminal is 𝐼𝑎 and no external 
incident wave is applied to the tag antenna, 𝐴𝑠 is a constant describing structural scattering 
coefficient of an antenna, and 𝛤 is a modified current reflection coefficient such that |𝛤| ≤1 
for all passive loads:  
𝛤 =  (𝑍𝑎
∗ − 𝑍𝐿) (𝑍𝐿 + 𝑍𝑎)⁄       (2) 
The scattering from an antenna in (1.1) is divided into two parts: antenna mode 
scattering and structural mode scattering. The antenna mode scattering accounts for the 
portion of the scattering from an antenna which can be manipulated by changing its load 
impedance. In (1.1), 𝛤 accounts for this portion of the scattering from an antenna. Also, 
structural mode scattering accounts for the portion of the scattering from an antenna which 
is a fixed value and only depends on the antenna dimension, structure. In (1.1), 𝐴𝑠 accounts 
for this portion of the scattering from an antenna.  
By considering z=(𝑍𝐿 + 𝑗𝑋𝑎) 𝑅𝑎⁄  in (1.2), the modified reflection coefficient can 
be represented as 𝛤 =
(1 − 𝑧)
(1 + 𝑧)⁄  . Thus, the complex 𝛤 (𝛤 = 𝛤𝑟 + 𝑗𝛤𝑖) can be plotted 
on the Г plane of the antenna. At any selected  𝛤 on this plane, a load impedance can be 
selected for the antenna using (1.2). The corresponding load sets the antenna in a new 





2       (3) 
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where 𝐺 is antenna gain at wavelength 𝜆. In this dissertation, equation (1.1) and (1.3) are 
called Green model. Equation (1.3) represent a circle with center 𝛤 = −𝐴𝑠 and radius 𝑟 =
(4𝜋𝜎)
(𝜆2𝐺2)⁄  on the Г plane of an antenna. The RCS of the antenna at the center of this 
circle, i.e. 𝛤1 = −𝐴𝑠 is zero. This point is called the invisibility point of the antenna where 
the antenna is minimum scattering (𝐸𝑠 = 0, = 0 ). By moving away from this point the 
right side of the (1.3) increases and as a result 𝜎 increases. According to (1.3), the RCS 
increases monotonously until at the edge of the Г plane of the antenna, which is the farthest 
point to (−𝐴𝑠) e.g. 𝛤2, it reaches to a maximum. At this point, – at 𝛤2 – the antenna is 
maximum scattering. Hence, in order to achieve the highest possible differential RCS the 
load of the antenna is switched between 𝛤1 and 𝛤2. This model is used in all current 
deployment of load selection for backscattering links [1]-[6]. In this dissertation, this 
modulation technique is called scalar differential backscattering (SDB). In this type of 
backscattering modulation the data is encoded only in the absolute magnitude of the 
reflected signal. Thus, scalar differential backscattering is a type of Amplitude Shift 
Keying (ASK). 
The RCS in (1.3) is affected by the antenna structural scattering (𝐴𝑠). Hence, 
characterizing  𝐴𝑠 is crucial in finding the maximum differential backscattering from an 
antenna [2], [3], [6]. Existing works focus on theoretical method introduced in [1] to find 
𝐴𝑠. In this method, three Г points not lying on the same circle in (1.3) are considered and 
the antenna RCS at these three scattering states are characterized. By intersecting the 
corresponding three scattering circles,  𝐴𝑠 is uniquely characterized on the Г plane of the 
antenna. Using this method, further research was conducted to calculate the structural 
scattering coefficient of different RFID antenna tags in the literature [2], [3], [5], [7]. On 
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the other hand, some works find the minimum scattering state of an antenna by minimizing 
the current distribution on an antenna structure [8]. In [9] and [10], the structural scattered 
power from an antenna was measured.  Reference [11], presents an un-finished work 
proposing a circuit which can practically measure As for any antenna type. In practice, 
however, no work has been performed in the literature to measure 𝐴𝑠 directly in (1.1). The 
main challenge is separating the structural and antenna modes scattering in (1.1) from each 
other. Furthermore, the magnitude of structural scattering coefficient for any passive 
antenna is less than 1 (|𝐴𝑠| < 1) [3]. Thus, any noise, interference, reflections, and 
measurement errors result in a big change within the Г plane of the antenna [12], [13]. Yet, 
measuring structural scattering coefficient 𝐴𝑠 is desired to validate theoretical methods and 
to help in real world design and analysis. 
The data in RFID systems can also be encoded using Phase Shift Keying. In this 
method, the reactance portion of the load is changed to produce a phase shift in the scattered 
field from the antenna [5], [14]-[17]. Thus, the stored data can be encoded in the variation 
of the phase of the scattered field from the RFID antenna. In this dissertation, this 
modulation type is called vector differential backscattering (VDB). In this modulation, the 
RFID reader must be able to detect the variation of the phase in the backscattered field 
from the RFID tag. The efficiency of the backscattered link in this method depends on the 
vector distance between two scattering states. Increasing the vector distance between the 
states of scattering fields result in (i) better resilience against noise and interference, (ii) 
higher probability of detection of a tag at the RFID reader, and (iii) larger communication 
coverage range. The maximum vector differential backscattering (VDB) is achieved if two 
maximum scattering states with 180 phase shift are used. This concept is depicted in Figure 
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1.1 which depicts the demodulated backscattered signal at the reader in the in-phase and 
quadrature plane. The scalar differential backscattering (SDB) is shown by a yellow arrow 
representing the variation in the RCS of the antenna between zero and maximum scattering. 
On the other hand, scattering states 1, 2 and 3 provide respectively  90°, 135° and 180° 
phase shift comparing to the maximum scattering of the antenna. Thus, theoretically by 
changing the load of the antenna between the maximum scattering state and scattering state 
3 the maximum possible vector differential backscattering can be achieved. However, the 
question is: are producing two maximum scattering states with 180 phase shift realizable? 
According to the literature the answer is “no” since based on (1.3) only one maximum 
scattering state for an antenna is realizable [1]-[6]. Furthermore, producing 180° phase shift 
in the backscattered field by load switching at the RFID antenna is a challenge.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. Scalar and vector differential backscattering.  
 
In [7], a quasi-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying modulation is proposed. In the 
proposed method, four scattering states for an RFID antenna are used in a 90° phase span 
in the in-phase-quadrature plane to encode 2 bits. However, the scattering states are very 
close to each other and hence the separation between symbol constellations is small. Thus, 
boundaries of detection are defined in the 90° phase span in the in-phase-quadrature plane 
for detecting the scattering states of the backscattering signal at RFID reader. 
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Consequently, even small increase in the noise level or interference will move the one 
scattering state of the constellation into the adjacent detection regions of other states and 
as a result produces error in detection bits. Other works in the literature have studied QAM 
modulations with reference to a 50 Ω input impedance for RFID tag antennas [14]-[17]. In 
[17], a chip-less RFID tag is introduced which can produce 16-QAM using delay lines in 
transmission lines theory. Thus, 16 different structures of this antenna can be used for 
identification of 16 different objects. Thus, this antenna design is not suitable for 
transferring streams of data. 
 
1.2 SECOND CHALLENGE IN RFID NETWORKS 
The second main challenge in passive RFID systems arises when this technology 
is used in a dense deployment of RFID tags to access the stored information in tags [18]-
[26]. Figure 1.2 illustrates such a scenario. When an RFID reader interrogates one RFID 
tag the rest of the tags in the network also receive this signal. Due to the electromagnetic 
scattering, current distributions are induced on all of these tags. Hence, all of them scatter 
back to the environment. This has two important consequences:  
1) The current distribution on the target tag is altered as a result of mutual coupling 
and scatterings from neighbor antennas. This results in a shift in the input impedance at the 
target tag, low power harvesting, and a weak backscattering signal from the target tag.  
2) The resultant scattered fields from the neighbor antennas cause interference in 
form of a destructive superposition to the source signal both at the target antenna and the 
RFID reader sides. This results in a decrease in the signal to noise ratio for the ongoing 
backscattered link.  
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This problem has repeatedly been reported in the literature and has been the main 
obstacle of the widespread adaptation of passive RFID systems in many applications [18]-
[26]. According to [19], due to the multi reflections and mutual couplings among RFID 
tags blind spots are inevitable in an RFID network where the RFID reader cannot access to 
the tags and read their data. To increase the read rate in RFID networks, several methods 
have been studied and proposed in the literature. Some works develop collision detection 
and collision avoidance techniques [20], [21]. Some other works, model the RFID tags as 
a virtual antenna array based on traditional definition of mutual coupling theory [22], [23]. 
Spatial, frequency and polarization diversities have also been proposed in the literature 
[19], [24]. In [25], all RFID tags of the same type cooperate and will backscatter the same 
pre-agreed-message when an interrogation signal from RFID reader is received at the tags. 
However, synchronization of independent and randomly located RFID tags is a big 
challenge in this method. Furthermore, the proposed solution in [25] cannot solve the issue 
of blind spots in RFID networks.  
 
 
Figure 1.2. Multi reflection problem in RFID networks. 
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2. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
In this dissertation, above-mentioned two challenges are addressed by studying and 
understanding the underlying phenomena and proposing solutions for them. In the first two 
papers, the focus is on studying and analyzing the differential backscattering from one 
RFID antenna when it is alone in the field. In Paper 1, a new measurement methodology is 
deployed for estimation of the structural scattering coefficient (𝐴𝑠) of a linear antenna. The 
proposed method employs a linear-minimum variance unbiased estimator and 
experimentally validates the effectiveness of the proposed approach for a linear half-wave 
dipole antenna. However, during the research it was discovered that the variation of RCS 
of a T-match antenna over Г plane of the antenna does not adhere to existing Green model. 
Moreover, the RCS behavior of this antenna can be exploited to improve the 
communication performance in the RFID system. That leads us to designing a new, more 
efficient RFID antenna that is presented in Paper 2. In Paper 2, scalar and vector differential 
backscattering for two antenna types over their Г planes (linear half-wave dipole and T-
match bowtie) is studied. It is shown that the variation of the linear half-wave dipole 
follows Green model in (1.1). However, Green model cannot completely explain the 
behavior of a T-match bow tie antenna over its Г plane. The analysis of the results lead us 
to performing a manipulation in the antenna structure to use dual loading in this RFID 
antenna type [28]. It is shown that the new antenna can maximize the vector differential 
RCS and produce higher order modulation. Specifically, the proposed antenna increases 
the modulation depth to over 176% and produce a quasi-32-QAM. 
Afterward, in the next four papers the focus is on the interactions between two or 
more RFID tags. In Papers 3 and 4, a new scattering state for RFID tags in which they 
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switch to a low scattering state to suppress their interference to a target tag in the network 
is investigated. It is shown experimentally that by using this method read rate in RFID 
networks increases. In Paper 5, by using the traditional definition for mutual coupling 
theory RFID antennas are assumed as transmitting and receiving antennas. The driving 
currents for each element of an array of RFID tags based on the load impedance of the 
antenna element itself and the mutual coupling from its neighbor antenna tags are 
formulated and analyzed. Paper 6 presents the study of the mutual coupling interaction 
between RFID tags as scattering antennas. Since the traditional mutual coupling theory is 
defined for transmitting and receiving antennas the effect of the load impedance on the 
mutual impedances has not be considered. It is shown that the induced current in a 
scattering antenna with close neighbors is a function of the load impedances of the 
neighbors as well. Based on this, a multi-port RFID tag is proposed which, as a neighbor, 
can switch to different load impedances (scattering states) to help a close queried target 
antenna −from the RFID reader−  to increase its signal over the level where the target 
antenna is alone in the field.  
 
2.1 PAPER 1  
In this paper, a measurement technique is used to estimate the structural scattering 
coefficient (𝑨𝒔) of a linear half-wave dipole. A minimum variance unbiased estimator is 
used under the assumption that the noise in the measurements are only affected by Gaussian 
noise. An estimator is developed for equation (1.1) which can estimate the true value of 
the structural scattering coefficient of the studied half-wave dipole antenna. The un-
modulated backscattering signal of a scattering antenna in an anechoic chamber is affected 
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by the distribution of noise in the measurement setup and also the measuring instrument. 
Due to the drift and internal thermal variation of the measuring instrument, the distribution 
of the noise in the measurement can be non-Gaussian. In this work, measurements which 
are only affected by Gaussian noise are collected.  Cholesky decomposition and whitening 
process are used to whiten the noise in the measurement. Next, minimum variance unbiased 
estimator is aplied in linear format to equation (1.1) to develop an estimation method to 
find 𝐴𝑠 for the studied antenna by measurements. Estimation accuracy is a function of 
several factors: 1) A tradeoff between number of measurements (𝑵) and collecting 
Gaussian noise, 2) The dimension of covariance matrix of the collected noise, 3) 
Correlation between final estimated values to calculate 𝑨𝒔. 4) Employing “far” elements 
in observation matrix. All of these issues are addressed and evaluated their effects on the 
accuracy of estimation.  
 
2.2 PAPER 2 
In this paper, study the variation of RCS of two antennas (linear half-wave dipole 
and T-match bowtie antenna) over their Г planes both by measurements and simulations 
are performed. It is shown that the behavior of RCS of the linear half-wave dipole is in 
agreement with model (1.3) over the antenna Г plane. However, for the studied T-match 
bowtie antenna model (1.3) cannot completely explain the behavior of the antenna RCS 
over its Г plane. According to the simulation and measurements results the T-match bowtie 
antenna has two maximum scattering areas on its Г plane. In the next step, a modification 
in the antenna structure of the T-match bowtie is performed to use dual loading in its 
structure. A 1𝑚𝑚 gap is made at the center of the antenna [28]. At two locations on the 
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antenna structure load switching is employed to stimulate the antenna: 1) at the gap, 2) at 
the input port of the antenna. Using a combination of different loads at both stimuluses in 
the proposed new antenna design, it is shown show that it is possible to produce various 
scattering states with different magnitudes over 360° phase span. This feature of the new 
proposed antenna is used to: (i) produce two maximum scattering states with 180° phase 
shift and increase modulation depth to over 176%, (ii) produce higher order modulation. 
Specifically, about the latter case, the proposed antenna can produce a quasi-32-QAM in 
the lab environment.   
 
2.3  PAPER 3 
In this paper, the idea of using low scattering antennas is investigated to suppress 
the chaos of interference in closely spaced RFID tags. In this work, first the accuracy of 
realizing invisibility state and then stability in keeping the invisibility state are studied for 
a half-wave dipole antenna. To evaluate the accuracy of realizing invisible state of the 
antenna, an ideal and a realizable invisible antennas are compared. An ideal invisible 
antenna for a half-wave dipole is achieved by simulations at 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ − 58 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 at any 
angle using very fine impedances. In the lab, it is realized that invisibility state for the 
studied antenna at 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ − 50 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 at the main lobe of the antenna using typical load 
impedances. To evaluate stability, the variation of the current of a realizable invisible 
antenna beside a neighbor antenna is studied. It is shown that even though the realizable 
invisible antenna is not accurate still its mutual coupling interactions with the environment 
is small.  Next, a two scattering antenna system is studied which is illuminated by a plane 
wave from RFID reader. One antenna is assumed to be the target and the other is a 
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neighbor. It is shown that if the neighbor is used at its low scattering state its interference 
to the target antenna is minimized and the RCS from the target antenna is stabilized.  
 
2.4 PAPER 4 
In this paper, the study in Paper 3 is extendedto a situation where a target tag is 
surrounded by several neighbors. Furthermore, the effect of random placement, 
polarization and incident angle of the neighbors on the detection of the signal from target 
antenna are studied. The effect of changing the substrate material of a tag on realizing its 
invisibility state is briefly discussed [26]. In the next step, two types of neighbor antennas 
are considered to study the variation of the magnitude of the received signal (𝜹) from the 
target antenna: short circuit antennas (high scattering) and low scattering antennas. It is 
shown that when nine high scattering antennas are used in the vicinity of the target antenna 
the received signal from the target antenna is immensely degraded and its magnitude is 
mostly close to zero. On the other hand, it is shown that when low scattering antennas are 
used in the vicinity of the target antenna the interference from neighbor antennas are 
suppressed and the magnitude of the received signal from the target is stabilized. Parameter 
"𝜹" is used to set thresholds for read rate evaluation at the reader antenna in the study when 
the target is surrounded by nine neighbor antennas. it is shown that when the threshold is 
set at “0.75 𝜹” the average read rate of the target antenna is 93.76% when low scattering 
neighbors are used whereas for the case where high scattering are used the average read 





2.5 PAPER 5  
In this paper, the traditional mutual coupling theory is used to study and measure 
the variation of the mutual coupling impedance between two side by side RFID antennas 
(“Alien 9640 Squiggle Inlay”). A half-wave dipole is constructed. The mutual coupling 
impedances for two side by side dipoles is measured. The measured and simulated results 
of the mutual coupling impedances for both antenna types are in agreement with the well-
known values of two side by side antennas [3]. Based on traditional mutual coupling 
theory, RFID tags in an array of tags are considered as receiving and transmitting antennas 
and their currents are formulated based on their own load impedances and the mutual 
coupling impedances from their neighbor’s antennas. The obtained values from 
measurements and simulations are used to model the variation of current at the RFID 
antenna array considering the mutual coupling among the tags. 
 
2.6 PAPER 6 
In this paper, it is shown show that in addition to the load impedance of an antenna 
and the mutual coupling impedance from neighbors the current distribution in closely 
spaces RFID tags is also a function of the load impedance of neighbor antennas. The effect 
of loads is not considered in the traditional definition for mutual coupling theory since it is 
defined for transmitting and receiving antennas. Next, a numerical method is presented to 
evaluate the mutual coupling impedances between two scattering antennas which can well 
explain the mutual interactions between two side by side scattering antennas. In the next 
step, the idea of cooperative improvement of backscattering signal from a target antenna 
in a two scattering antenna system is proposed. In the proposed model, a neighbor antenna 
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switches to different load values to control its interference to a target antenna in its vicinity. 
In this model, the neighbor antenna will not produce interference for a target and instead it 
helps the target antenna to increase its signal over the level when the target is alone in the 
field. This idea is studied based on different placements of the target antenna and the 
neighbor antenna with respect to the incident plane wave. It is shown that depending on 
the placement of the neighbor antenna with respect to the incident wave and the target 
antenna the induced current at the target can be increased up to 3.4 𝑑𝐵 over the case where 


















3. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DISSERTATION 
The contributions in this dissertation include:  
1) Design of a new measurement technique to estimate the structural 
scattering coefficient of a linear antenna.  
2) Showing that the variation of the RCS of a T-match bowtie antenna 
over its Г plane cannot completely be explained by Green model and the antenna 
has two maximum scattering areas on its Г plane. 
3) Introducing dual loading in designing RFID antenna tags to: 
i) Increase the vector differential backscattering signal. 
ii) Produce higher order modulations.  
4) Introducing a new state for RFID tags in that tags switch to a low 
scattering states to: 
i) Suppress their interference to a target antenna in the network. 
ii) Stabilize the RCS of the target antenna.  
iii) Increase read rate in RFID networks. 
5) Numeric analysis of the mutual coupling impedance for two side by 
side scattering antennas.  
6) Introducing a multi-port RFID which can switch to different load 
impedances to help a target antenna in its vicinity increase its signal over the level 







I. MEASURING THE STRUCTURAL SCATTERING COEFFICIENT OF A 
LINEAR RFID ANTENNA USING MINIMUM VARIANCE UNBIASED 
ESTIMATOR 
ABSTRACT 
Antenna structural scattering coefficient has been studied in theory and simulations. 
However, there is lack of an experimental validation and measurement methodology due 
to challenges in measuring the small value of the coefficient. A new methodology for 
measurement-based estimation of the structural scattering coefficient is proposed. A 
minimum variance unbiased estimator is used to estimate the structural scattering 
coefficient (𝑨𝒔) of a linear rectangular half wave dipole RFID tag. A full study of the effect 
of noise variation and its behavior on the estimation results are presented. The estimation 











Short-range data communication using radio frequency identification (RFID) 
technology is becoming more popular in many short range applications. These systems 
consist of one main base station, called RFID reader, and several RFID tags in the field. 
Data transfer from the RFID tag is possible by using differential backscattering in that the 
input impedance of the tag is switched between two values to modulate the stored data on 
top of the source signal from RFID reader. One of the challenges in this scenario is 
selecting two optimal load impedances for the RFID antenna to maximize the differential 
backscattering signal.  
A touchstone model for selecting loads in backscattering links was first introduced 
in [1] and later on in [2]. In this model, the scattering field 𝐸𝑠 from an arbitrary antenna 




(𝐴𝑠 + 𝛤)      (1) 
where  𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the current induced by the incoming field at antenna terminals, when it is 
terminated at complex conjugate of the antenna (𝑍𝑎
∗); 𝐸𝑎 is the field radiated by the antenna 
when the current at the antenna terminal is 𝐼𝑎 and no external incident wave is applied to 
the tag antenna; 𝐴𝑠 is structural scattering coefficient of the antenna. In (1), 𝛤 is a modified 




, where 𝑍𝐿 is 
the load of the antenna. Considering z=(𝑍𝐿 + 𝑗𝑋𝑎) 𝑅𝑎⁄ , the modified reflection coefficient 
can be represented as 𝛤 =
1−𝑧
1+𝑧
  and can be plotted on Г plane of the antenna. In (1), 𝐴𝑠 and 
𝛤 respectively account for the structural mode and antenna mode scattering from an 







2        (2) 
where 𝐺 is antenna gain at wavelength 𝜆. Equation (2) represent a circle with center 𝛤 =
−𝐴𝑠 and radius 𝑟 = (
4𝜋𝜎
𝜆2𝐺2
) on Г plane of an antenna.  
Characterizing 𝐴𝑠 is crucial in finding the maximum differential backscattering 
from an antenna [1]-[7]. The introduced method in [1], still is used in the literature to find 
𝐴𝑠 for any scattering antennas. In this method, three Гs not lying on a same circle are 
considered and the antenna RCS at these three scattering states are characterized. By 
intersecting the corresponding three circles As is uniquely characterized on the Г plane of 
the antenna [4], [5], [6]. Using this method, further research was conducted to calculate the 
structural scattering coefficient of different RFID antenna tags in the literature [2], [3]-[6]. 
Some works, find the minimum scattering state of an antenna by minimizing the current 
distribution on an antenna structure [8]. Measuring the structural scattered power from an 
antenna also discussed in [9] and [10]. Reference [11], presents an un-finished work 
proposing a circuit which can practically measure As for any antenna type. But, no work 
has been performed in the literature to measure 𝐴𝑠 in (1). The reason for this is that 
extracting the structural and antenna modes scattering from each other in (1) is very 
challenging. The main reason for this is that, the magnitude of structural scattering 
coefficient for any passive antenna is less than 1 (|𝐴𝑠| < 1) [12]. Thus, any error in the 
measurements due to the noise, interference, reflections result in a big error in measuring 
this parameter [4]. Yet, measuring structural scattering coefficient is desired to validate 
theoretical methods and to help in real world design and analysis [2].  
Estimation theory is used where a direct measurement of a parameter of interest (𝜃) 
is not possible due to a random component in the empirical data [13], [8]. The key factor 
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in estimation is that all 𝑁 measurements are affected by random components, which can 
be modeled by a 𝑃𝐷𝐹. The parameter estimation problem is then to determine from a set 
of 𝑁 observations, represented by the 𝑁-dimensional vector 𝒙, the values of parameters 
denoted by the vector θ. In this paper,  Linear Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator is 
used to estimate 𝐴𝑠 in (1). The main assumption in using this estimator is the the 
observation matrix, x, should have a white Gaussian noise PDF. The unmodulated signal 
from a linear half-wave dipole in an anechoic chamber is measured by measuring 1-port 
VNA measurement. It is shown that the added noise in the measuring instrument is 
generally non-Gaussian and colored over time. This is the limiting factor in this method. 
Thus, the measurements is repeated until a Gaussian noise is observed in the measurement. 
Afterward, Cholesky decomposition is used to whiten the noise in the measurement and 
find the covariance matrix of the noise afterward. Finally, the proposed Linear Minimum 
Variance Unbiased Estimator for (1) is used to estimate the structural scattering coefficient 
( 𝐴𝑠) of the studied linear half-wave dipole. The factors affecting the accuracy in our 
estimation are: 1) a tradeoff between number of measurements and collecting Gaussian 
noise, 2) The dimension of covariance matrix of the collected noise, 3) correlation between 
estimated values in θ matrix. 4) Employing far elements in observation matrix. These items 
are discussed in details in Section 2.3 and 2.4. 
This work, first has been presented in [2] to estimate  𝐴𝑠 of a T-match bowtie 
antenna based on the assumption of white Gaussian noise in the measurement setup. In this 
work, the assumption on white noise is relaxed. Furthermore, in [15] it have been shown 
that the model in (1) cannot completely explain the scattered field from a T-match bowtie 
antenna over its Г plane. Thus, since the scattered field from a T-match bowtie antenna is 
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not linear anymore the proposed method cannot be used for measuring the structural 
scattering coefficient form the antenna either. In this paper, a linear half-wave dipole is 
considered whose scattered filed can be characterized by (1) as it has been investigated and 
shown in [15]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed 
model for estimating structural scattering coefficient is proposed. In Section 3, noise 
analysis is presented. In Section 4, measurement results and discussions are presented. 

















2. THE PROPOSED MVUE FOR ESTIMATING 𝑨𝒔 
In this Section, we propose our method for estimation of the structural scattering 
coefficient of a linear antenna. In case a measured parameter is corrupted by noise and/or 
interference, the estimation theory can be used to estimate the “true value” of a parameter 
of interest. An estimator is then used to take the measured data (x) as input and produces 
an estimate of the parameter of interest with a corresponding accuracy (𝜃). The estimation 
error 𝜀(𝑟) equals the estimate minus the actual parameter value: 𝜀(𝑟) = 𝜃 − 𝜃. Among all 
estimators for an unknown deterministic parameter, a minimum variance unbiased 
estimator yields an estimation with the least variability as shown by the Cramer-Rao Lower 
Bound (CRLB).  
 
 
Figure 2.1. The proposed measurement set up. 
 
 A measurement set up is prepared as shown in Figure 2.1 in an anechoic chamber 
with dimension of 2 × 2.5 × 3 𝑚 and using VNA Agilent E5061B. The RFID reader and 
RFID antenna are used in horizontal polarization such that the residual backscattering from 
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the antenna support is minimized. The antenna is placed at approximately 2 m away from 
antenna reader. The incident electric field at the port of reader is characterized as 𝐸𝑖. The 
backscattered signal from the antenna uncer test is characterized by 𝐸𝑠
′. The total received 
scattering back at the reader port is 𝐸𝑠 = 𝐸𝑠
′ + 𝐸𝑠
′′ + 𝜗  where 𝐸𝑠
" represents the scattering 
from the reader antenna. The noise in the measurement setup before the port of the RFID 
reader is shown by 𝜗 and is assumed to be Gaussian 𝜗 ~𝒩(0, 𝒞). At reader port, the ratio 
of the received field to the incident field is measured (𝑥 = 𝑆11= 
𝐸𝑠
𝐸𝑖













 . We use 𝛤𝑎 = 𝐸𝑠
" /𝐸𝑖 which represents the reflection 
coefficient of the reader antenna. In the measuring instrument, the drift and internal noise 
of the instrument is also added to 𝑥. The total noise in 𝑥 is shown by 𝑤. We assume that 
𝑤~ 𝒩(0, 𝑪). Considering 𝛼 = (𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐸𝑎
𝐼𝑎
) /𝐸𝑖 , 𝑥 = 𝛤𝑎+ 𝛼 (𝐴𝑠 + 𝛤) +w. To simplify, we 
use 𝛽 = 𝛼. 𝐴𝑠 : 𝑥 = 𝛤𝑎+  𝛽 + 𝛼. 𝛤 + w.  
By performing 𝑁 measurements, 𝒙 = [𝑥[0], 𝑥[1], … , 𝑥[𝑁 − 1]]
𝑇
and 𝒘 =
 [𝑤[0], 𝑤[1], … ,𝑤[𝑁 − 1]]
𝑇
 are obtained which make a set of equations as: 
𝒙 = 𝑯. 𝜽 + 𝛤𝑎 +𝒘       (3) 










]        (4) 
In (3), all parameters are deterministic except 𝒘 which is a random variable with 
Gaussian noise. Also, 𝜽 is deterministic but unknown. If the PDF of w is white and 
Gaussian then we can use linear-minimum variance unbiased estimator to estimate 𝜽. Since 
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𝒘 is colored 𝒘~𝒩(0, 𝑪) a whitening approach can be used to whiten the noise. Since 𝑪 is 
assumed to be positive definite 𝑪−𝟏 is also positive definite and so 𝑪−1 = 𝑫𝑇 . 𝑫  where D 
is an 𝑁 × 𝑁 invertible matrix. we multiply (2) by 𝑫 
𝑫. (𝒙 − 𝛤𝑎) = 𝑫. (𝑯. 𝜽 + 𝒘)       (5) 
Using 𝒙′ = 𝑫. (𝒙 − 𝛤𝑎), 𝒘
′ = 𝑫𝒘 and 𝑯′ = 𝑫𝑯 
𝒙′ = 𝑯′𝜽 + 𝒘′        (6) 
The noise is whitened since 𝒘′ = 𝑫.𝒘~𝒩(0, 𝐼) and the MVU estimator of 𝜽 is [8] 
𝜃 = (𝑯′𝑇𝑯′)
−1
𝑯′𝑇𝒙′      (7) 
𝒙′is an 𝑁 × 1 vector of observations and 𝑯 is a known 𝑁 × 2 observation matrix of rank 
2, 𝜽 is a 2 × 1 vector of parameters to be estimated, and  𝒘′ is an 𝑁 × 1 in white noise 
vector with 𝑃𝐷𝐹 𝒩(0, 𝜎2𝑰). After estimating 𝛼 and 𝛽, 𝐴𝑠 can simply be obtained by 
dividing the values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 [13]: ?̂?𝑠= 𝛽/𝛼.  
The covariance matrix for 𝜽 is calculated as  
𝐶?̂? = (𝑯
𝑇𝑪−1𝑯)−1       (8) 
For the general linear model the MVU estimator is efficient in that it attains the 
CRLB, i.e 𝐶𝑅𝐿𝐵=𝐶?̂?. The 𝑐11 and 𝑐22 in matrix 𝐶?̂? are the standard deviation (𝜎1
2 and 𝜎2
2) 
and 𝑐12, 𝑐21 are the correlation coefficient between estimated values (𝛼 and 𝛽).  Since a 
covariance matrix is symmetric we have 𝑐12 = 𝑐21. In general, a low value for correlation 
coefficient is desirable in that the estimation of the parameters will have low correlation. 
The accuracy in estimating ?̂?𝑠 depends on several factors: 1) the main assumption 
in (3) is that 𝒘 is Gaussian noise. If this assumption does not hold or the noise is semi- 
Gaussian there will be error introduced in estimation process. 2) Sufficient statistics must 
be performed for an accurate estimation. In ideal case 𝑁 → ∞ results in a perfect 
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estimation. However, a big challenge is that the drift and temperature variation in the 
measuring instrument changes frequently over time. Therefore, the measurement time must 
be selected in such a way that the variation of noise in the measurement instrument is still 
Gaussian while enough data has been recorded. 3) The estimation results in much better 
result if several 𝛤(𝑖) (𝑖 = 0,… ,𝑁) are used in (3) which are far from each other on Г plane 
of the antenna. If all selected 𝛤(𝑖) are close to each other or if only one 𝛤 is used the 
estimation accuracy decreases. In this paper, 𝑍𝐿1, . . 𝑍𝐿5 tabulated in Table 2.1 is used for 
estimating 𝐴𝑠. In this selection, 𝛤1, 𝛤2, 𝛤3 are far from each other while 𝛤2, 𝛤4, 𝛤5 are very 
close to each other. 
 
Table 2.1. Selected loads and their RCS. 
 Load Impedance (f=1GHz) Simulated RCS in CST  
𝑍𝐿1 20Ω + 0.5pF 214.79 𝑐𝑚
2 
𝑍𝐿2 10 Ω + 1pF 409.46 𝑐𝑚
2 
𝑍𝐿3 10 Ω + 5pF 156.99 𝑐𝑚
2 
𝑍𝐿4 20 Ω + 1pF 353.93 𝑐𝑚
2 









3. NOISE ANALYSIS 
In this section, three topics are presented. First, we discuss how we collect 
measurements with Gaussian noise distribution. Second, we discuss the whitening process. 
Third, we show how we calculate the covariance of the collected noise. Loads in Table 2.1 
are soldered to antennas and were put individually in the anechoic chamber for 
measurement. Measurements were performed for each load for 𝑁 = 10′000 (𝑁 → ∞) 
which takes approximately 10 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 for each load. The noise in the whole measurement 
setup is calculated by 𝒘′ = 𝒙 − ?̅?.  Figure 3.1 (a) shows the histogram of the real and 
imaginary values of the noise for all measurements. It is observed that the noise variation 
has no specific distribution.  
There are several different phenomena contributing in the non-Gaussian noise in a 
VNA measurement including thermal noise, shot noise, transient time noise, flicker noise, 
etc [3]. In this work, after each measurement for a load the noise in the measurement is 
checked. If the noise is non-Gaussian the measurement is repeated for that load until a 
Gaussian noise profile is obtained. A uniform Gaussian noise variation throughout the 
experiment is the key and prerequisite factor for an accurate estimation. Figure 3.1 (b) 
shows the histogram of the noise for a case with 𝑁 = 1′000 for each load. In this case, the 
PDF of the noise is approximately Gaussian for both real and imaginary parts.  
Next, the color of the noise has to be determined and if necessary whitened. To 
investigate if the noise is white the autocorrelation of 𝒘 is calculated as  𝑅𝒘(𝑛, 𝑘) =
𝐸[(𝒘 − 𝑛). (𝒘 − 𝑘)]. The normalized autocorrelation of the measured 𝒘 is depicted in 
Figure 3.2 (a) by a blue trace. The autocorrelation of 𝒘 at sample number 0 is the highest 
showing the correlation of the data sample with itself. By moving the autocorrelation frame 
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on the recorded data it is understood that the data is not white. The power spectral density 




  and is 
depicted in Figure 3.2 (b) by a blue trace. In general, the measured 𝒘 behaves similar to 
gray noise rather than white. In the next step, Cholesky decomposition is performed on 𝒘 
to whiten the noise. The red traces in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) represent the autocorrelation 
and the power spectral density of 𝒘 respectively. As expected, the autocorrelation of the 
whitened noise is very close to an impulse. Also the power spectral density is very close to 
a uniform distribution over frequency spectrum.  
 
 
(a) 𝑁=10’000 for each load 
 
 (b) 𝑁=1’000 for each load 




Finally, the covariance matrix of the noise is calculated. The noise matrix 𝒘 is 
calculated using 𝒘 = 𝒙 − 𝒙 in (2) where ?̅? represents the mean value of observation matrix 
𝒙. The covariance matrix of noise (𝐶) is then calculated at size 𝐿 × 𝐿.  A window of noise 





∑ Ϣ.Ϣ′𝑁+𝐿−1𝑘=0        (9) 
The accuracy of the covariance matrix increases with ration of 𝑁/𝐿. In practical 





 (b) Spectral density 




4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A linear half wave dipole at 𝑓 = 1𝐺𝐻𝑧 is considered for measurement. The antenna 
support is 16𝑐𝑚 × 1𝑐𝑚 Rogers RO4350 with 𝜀𝑟 = 3.66. The antenna and the support 
thicknesses are 0.05 𝑚𝑚 and 0.5 𝑚𝑚 respectively. The structural scattering coefficient 
(𝐴𝑠) of the studied antenna has been investigated in [14] by simulations.  With resolution 
of “0.005” over the Г plane of the antenna, (−𝐴𝑠) is found at 𝛤 = −0.965 − 𝑗 0.28 with 
𝑅𝐶𝑆 =  −75𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚  at the main lobe of the antenna [14]. Two sets of measurements are 
considered: Estimation 1: estimating 𝐴𝑠 by using three far reflection coefficients 𝛤1, 𝛤2, 𝛤3 
over Г plane and Estimation 2: estimating 𝐴𝑠 by using close reflection coefficients: 
𝛤2, 𝛤4, 𝛤5. All Гs are shown in Figure 4.1. As described before, the estimation accuracy 
depends on selecting “far” Гs in 𝐻 matrix. Single measurement dataset includes 𝑁 = 1000 
samples. Using the created channel between Matlab and VNA it takes approximately 
70 seconds to perform 1000 measurements for each individual load. The results were 
evaluated and those sets which have non-Gaussian 𝑃𝐷𝐹 are ignored. Whitening process is 
performed and covariance of noise 𝐶 is calculated. Finally (6) is used to estimate 𝜃 =
[𝛼 𝛽]𝑇. Afterward, by using transformation structural scattering coefficient is found by ?̂?𝑠= 
𝛽/𝛼. 
Figure 4.1 shows the result of estimation for Estimation 1 and Estimation 2 for 11 
sets of measurements. The true value of (+𝐴𝑠) is shown as a blue triangle in the figure. As 
expected the results of estimation 1, shown in red circle, which uses far 𝛤 values, are close 
to the true value of  𝐴𝑠. On the other hand, the results of estimation 2 which uses close 𝛤 
values, shown in green circles, have large variation indicating large error in estimating the 




Figure 4.1. Estimation results over Г plane of the antenna. 
 
Since the estimated 𝐴𝑠 is a transformation of the estimated values 𝜃 = [𝛼 𝛽]
𝑇 the 
accuracy of estimating  𝐴𝑠 depends on how uncorrelated 𝜃 = [𝛼 𝛽]
𝑇 have been estimated. 
To evaluate this 𝐶?̂? in (7) is examined. The value of 𝑐12 for 11 sets of measurements are 
calculated and then normalized to the highest value of them. A histogram of 𝑐12 parameter 
of 𝐶?̂? for the results is depicted in Figure 4.2. It is understood that the correlation between 
the estimated values in 𝜃 for Estimation 1 is very low comparing to Estimation 2. As 
mentioned previously, the CRLB for minimum variance unbiased estimator in linear 
format is the same as the covariance matrix in (7). Thus, if for an estimation we have 
|𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟| = |𝐴𝑠 − ?̂?𝑠|~0 then the covariance matrix of that estimation is 𝐶?̂? = 𝐶𝑅𝐿𝐵. The 
error terms for estimation trials are tabulated in Table 4.1. The lowest possible estimation 





Table 4.1. Estimated values for 𝐴𝑠. 
𝐴𝑠 |𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓| % error 
0.9943 + 0.3236i     0.0525   5.22 
0.9029 + 0.3610i     0.1021    10.15 
1.0008 + 0.3336i     0.0645     6.41 
0.9481 + 0.1783i     0.1031    10.26 
0.8773 + 0.2031i     0.1166    11.60 
0.8044 + 0.2330i     0.1673    16.65 
0.9912 + 0.3681i     0.0919     9.14 
0.9655 + 0.4094i     0.1294    12.87 
0.7982 + 0.2027i     0.1838    18.29 
0.9495 + 0.0650i     0.2156    21.45 






Figure 4.2. Normalized 𝑐12 for all measurements. 
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The length of the gathered data in (7) must be at least 10 times of the dimension of 
the desired covariance matrix. It means that for 3 set of measurements of length 1000 the 
optimum dimension for covariance matrix will be 300 × 300. Figure 4.3 shows a 
comparison among estimations when different 𝐿 is used in the estimation scenario. At low 
values of L, i.e. 𝐿 = 30,120, it is understood that the estimation results are very scattered 
and far from the true value of 𝐴𝑠. At 𝐿 = 300 we notice that the estimation results are 
generally much more concentrated toward the true value of 𝐴𝑠. At 𝐿 = 900 the estimation 
results start to be more scattered compared to the true value of 𝐴𝑠. And at 𝐿 = 2700 which 
is very close to the length of measured data (3000) the estimation results are way off from 
the true value of 𝐴𝑠. 
 
 





In this paper, a measurement based method for estimating the structural scattering 
coefficient of a linear half-wave dipole is proposed using linear model of minimum 
variance unbiased estimator. In order to achieve a high accuracy estimation, one needs to: 
1) select far elements (𝛤𝑖) in observation matrix 𝑯; 2) ensure a uniform Gaussian noise 
𝑃𝐷𝐹 in the measurement; 3) low correlation between 𝛼 and 𝛽 in 𝜽 (small 𝑐12); 4) whiten 
the colored noise; 5) select sufficient number of measurements to calculate covariance 
matrix (i.e. at least 10x the size of the covariance matrix). The proposed method is 
asymptotically efficient since it uses a non-linear transformation [13]. In order to preserve 
efficiency in estimating 𝐴𝑠 in (2) Baysian or maximum likelihood methods can be used as 
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II. DUAL LOADED RFID TAG FOR HIGHER ORDER MODULATIONS  
ABSTRACT 
Scalar and vector differential backscattering for RFID tags are discussed. Green 
model has long been used as a touchstone for selecting the scattering states in scalar 
differential backscattering from RFID tags. In this paper, first the radar cross section of a 
half-wave dipole and a T-match bowtie antenna over their Г planes are studied. Simulation 
and measurement results show that the RCS of the linear half-wave dipole can well be 
explained by Green model. However, we show that a T-match bowtie antenna has two 
maximum scattering areas on its Г plane. This behavior of the RCS for T-match bowtie 
antenna is not explained by Green model. Next, we propose a new antenna design by using 
dual loading in the antenna structure of the studied T-match bowtie antenna. The proposed 
antenna can provide different scattering states with different magnitudes in 360° phase span 
in in-phase and quadrature plane. This property of our proposed antenna can be used to: 











Passive Radio frequency identification (RFID) systems have been very popular 
recently in numerous short range data communication applications (e.g. sensor networks, 
data acquisition, object tracking, retail industry, etc.). The basic operation of a passive 
RFID system is as follows. An RFID reader sends out an interrogation signal to a target 
RFID tag. By impinging the signal on the antenna structure of the target an induced current 
is formed on its antenna structure. This current can help the tag to run its internal circuitry 
and check if its ID has been interrogated. When a specific tag ID is queried, the tag sends 
backs its stored data by differential backscattering technique [1]-[6]. To this end, the tag 
switches its load impedance between two values to encode either “0” or “1” bit from its 
stored data. By switching the load impedance, the antenna is placed in different scattering 
states while changing the antenna radar cross section (RCS). This change of RCS at the 
reader can be characterized as a stream of data. Since differential backscattering is 
performed by a change in the amplitude of backscattered signal it is regarded as an 
Amplitude Shift Keying modulation type. In this paper, we call this modulation as scalar 
differential backscattering (SDB).  
Selecting two optimum impedances in SDB links is very critical in achieving the 
maximum differential RCS. The bigger the differential RCS is: (a) the more immune the 
backscattering link is in response to the environment noise and interference, (b) the farther 
the reader can detect it. A touchstone model to select two scattering states is the scattering 
model introduced by Green in [4] which later on was studied again in [5]. In this model, 
the RCS from an antenna with impedance Za (𝑍𝑎 = 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑗𝑋𝑎), loaded with ZL and 







2         (1) 
where 𝐺 is antenna gain at wavelength 𝜆, 𝐴𝑠 is a constant describing structural scattering 
coefficient of the antenna, and 𝛤 is a modified current reflection coefficient: 
 𝛤 = (𝑍𝑎
∗ − 𝑍𝐿) (𝑍𝐿 + 𝑍𝑎)⁄         (2) 
such that |𝛤| ≤1 for all passive loads. The complex modified reflection coefficient (𝛤 =




. In this case, the Г plane represents a current Smith chart with reference to z. in 
this paper, we call equation (1) as Green model. Equation (1) represent a circle with center 
𝛤 = −𝐴𝑠 and radius 𝑟 = (
4𝜋𝜎
𝜆2𝐺2
) on Г plane of an antenna. The RCS of the antenna at the 
center of this circle is zero. This point on the Г plane is called the invisibility point of the 
antenna. By using the corresponding load at this point, the antenna becomes a minimum 
scattering antenna [6].  In order to find (-𝐴𝑠) on the Г plane three 𝛤s not lying on the same 
circle are considered and the antenna RCS at these loads are measured.  The intersection 
of these three circles on Г plane uniquely shows the point (−𝐴𝑠) [2], [4], [5].  
Figure 1.1 shows the 3 scattering circles and (−𝐴𝑠) point for a half-wave dipole at 
𝑓 = 1𝐺𝐻𝑧 which we study in this paper. If a 𝛤 close to (−𝐴𝑠) is selected as the load for 
the antenna, e.g. Г1, the right side of (3.1) takes a lower value and the antenna RCS of the 
antenna becomes low. On the other hand, if a 𝛤 which is the farthest to (−𝐴𝑠) is selected, 
e.g. 𝛤3, the right side of (3.1) takes the highest value and the antenna RCS becomes 
maximum. The antenna at this scattering state is called a maximum scattering antenna. In 
current deployments of differential backscattering links the two scattering states of an 
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RFID antenna are selected as  𝛤𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒1 = −𝐴𝑠 and 𝛤𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒2 = 𝛤3. This provides the maximum 
possible differential RCS from the antenna.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. Representation of (-𝐴𝑠) for the studied half wave dipole at 𝑓 = 1𝐺𝐻𝑧. 
 
Phase Shift Keying modulation for backscattering links was first discussed in [3]. 
In this modulation, the reactance portion of the load is changed to produce a change in the 
phase of backscattered field from the RFID antenna. Thus, in this modulation method for 
backscattering links the data is encoded in the variation of the phase in the backscattered 
field. In this method, a scattering state is recognized by its RCS and also the phase of the 
backscattered field form the antenna. The change in the reactance may not result in a big 
change in the RCS of the antenna. Thus, the reader antenna must be able to detect the 
variation of the phase in the backscattered field (a coherent detector). In this paper, we call 
this modulation type vector differential backscattering (VDB). The maximum vector 
differential RCS in VDB is achieved if two maximum scattering states with 180° phase 
shift are used. However, there are two issues about this. First of all, according to (3.1) an 
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antenna has only one maximum scattering state. Second, the variation of the induced phase 
on the antenna based on different loads on its Г plane must be studied to figure out if two 
“high scattering states” with 180° phase shift can be obtained. We discuss about this more 
in Section 2 and 3.  
In [7], a quasi-Quadrature Amplitude Shift Keying (QAM) is discussed. The four 
studied scattering states are spread in 90° phase span in the in-phase and quadrature (I-Q) 
plane. In order to detect the signal at the reader, detection boundaries are defined in the 
first quadrature of I-Q plane. However, since the proposed scattering states are closely 
spaced in 90° phase span, by any interference or noise in the environment scattering states 
are drifted into the detection boundaries of other states resulting in a fault detection. Some 
other works in the literature have studied QAM modulations for backscattering links. 
However, they all use a 50 Ω impedance to characterize the input impedance of the antenna 
in (2) [8]-[11]. In [12] a chip-less RFID tag is introduced which can produce 16-QAM 
using delay lines in transmission lines theory. However, this RFID tag, can be used for 
identification of 16 different objects and cannot be used for transferring streams of data.  
Dual loading, and multiple loadings, has been used in the literature for reducing 
measurement errors in material characterizations [12], [13]. In this paper, we use dual 
loading to introduce a new RFID tag antenna design which can produce scattering states 
with various amplitudes within 360° phase span [15]. By load switching at two stimuluses 
on the antenna structure, the proposed antenna design can provide a quasi-32-QAM. In the 
first step, we study the RCS of a linear half wave dipole and the T-match bowtie antenna 
from [5] over their Г planes. We show by measurements and simulations that the variation 
of RCS for the linear half-wave dipole is as described by (1). But, RCS for the studied T-
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match bowtie antenna is not completely defined by (1). In addition to the main maximum 
scattering area on the Г planes defined by (1) the T-match bowtie antenna also has a 
secondary maximum scattering area which is located right next to its minimum scattering 
area of the antenna on its Г planes. We also, show that although for both antennas two 
scattering states with 180° phase shift can be accomplished over their Г planes the resultant 
vector differential RCS is smaller than that of SDB. Next, we introduce our proposed 
antenna in Section 3. We make a 1𝑚𝑚 gap at the center of the studied T-match bowtie 
antenna. This is the first stimulus on the antenna and is called operation mode of the 
antenna. The second stimulus of the antenna is set at the original input port of the antenna 
and is called operation state of the antenna. We show by measurements that by load 
switching at both of the stimuluses of the antenna, it is possible to produce several 
scattering states with different magnitude and phase characteristics. This property of the 
proposed antenna can be used to introduce a higher order modulation (up to quasi-32-










2. LINEAR AND RESONANT RFID ANTENNAS 
In this Section, we study the variation of RCS and the phase of the induced current 
on a linear half-wave dipole and the T-match bowtie antenna from [5] over their Г planes 
by simulations and measurements. The phase of the induced current is directly proportional 
to the phase of the scattered electric field from the antennas.  In measurements, the 
magnitude and phase of the scattered fields are measured using modulated scattering 
technique. The behavior of the studied linear half-wave dipole is in agreement with Green 
model. However, we show by simulations and measurements that the studied T-match 
bowtie antenna has two maximum scattering areas on its Г plane. This behavior cannot be 
modeled by Green model in (1).  
 
2.1 LINEAR HALF-WAVE DIPOLE  
A linear half-wave dipole at 𝑓 = 1𝐺𝐻𝑧 is considered on Rogers RO4350 substrate 
for simulations and measurements. The substrate and antenna thickness are 0.5 𝑚𝑚 and 
0.05 𝑚𝑚 respectively. The antenna input impedance at the design frequency is 𝑍𝑎 =
114.53 + 𝑗171.38 using CST Studio simulations. The minimum scattering point for this 
antenna is 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.965, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.28〉 with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ − 58 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 [6]. On each point on Г 
plane the impedance is calculated using (2). The step size is considered as ∆Г = 0.1. The 
RCS and the induced phase over the Г plane are then simulated. Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) show 
the simulated RCS and the induced phase at the input port of the antenna over the Г plane. 
By using the resolution of “0.1”, the minimum scattering point of the antenna on this grid 
is found at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.95, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.3〉 with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~−45𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚. By moving away from this 
minimum scattering point (−𝐴𝑠) the RCS increases. At the right side of the Г plane RCS 
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reaches to a maximum around 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ −10𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚.  This behavior is as described by Green 
model in (1) and also previously investigated in Figure 1.1 in Section 2.  
 
     
        (a) RCS (𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚)                                                       (b) Phase of the current (degree) 
Figure 2.1. Variation of RCS and induced phase for half-wave dipole. 
 
The variation of the phase of induced current at the input port of the antenna in the 
bottom side (𝛤𝑖 < 0) and top side (𝛤𝑖 > 0) of Г plane is respectively negative and positive 
as understood form Figure 2.1 (b). Furthermore, the variation of induced phase on the line 
𝛤𝑟 = 0.98 which is in the most right side of Г plane, i.e. maximum scattering area, is almost 
∆𝛷~25°. On the other hand,  the variation of the induced current phase on line 𝛤𝑟 = −0.98 
which is on the most left side of the Г plane, i.e. the minimum scattering area, reaches to 
∆𝛷~160°. Although a wide variation of phase can be achieved on 𝛤𝑟 = −0.98 the variation 





2.2 RESONANT T-MATCH BOWTIE ANTENNA 
 The T-match bowtie antenna design from [5] is considered for our study at the 
same design frequency of 𝑓 = 915𝑀𝐻𝑧. The antenna input impedance at the design 
frequency is found as 𝑍𝑎 = 3.86 +  𝑗149.56 using CST Studio simulations. The 
impedance at each point on Г plane is calculated using (3.2). The RCS and induced phase 
at the antenna input is simulated over Г plane. We noticed that the variation of both RCS 
and induced phase in the left side of the Г plane of the antenna is considerably higher 
comparing to the right side of the Г plane. Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) show the simulated RCS 
and induced phase at the input port of the antenna in the left side of the Г plane of the 
antenna. From Figure 2.2 (a), it is understood that at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.97, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.25〉 RCS 
reaches to a minimum around ~  − 35 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚. However, immediately at the right side of 
this area there is a maximum scattering area with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ − 15 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚. The variation of the 
phase in this area on Г plane is very steep as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). As an example at 
〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.99, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.15〉 the induced phase is 𝜑~ − 100°. While the induced phase at 
〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.99, 𝛤𝑖 = +0.15〉 is 𝜑~ + 60°. The RCS at both of these scattering states are 
approximately 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ − 22 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚. Although the distance of these two scattering states on 
Г plane is very small (∆Г = 0.3) they can provide ~± 160° phase shift at the 
backscattering from the antenna.  
A better representation of the Figure 2.2 (a) is shown in Figure 2.3 (a). It shows the 
simulated RCS for several constant 𝛤𝑟 lines as a function of 𝛤𝑖 on the antenna Г plane. On 
the most left side of Г plane (𝛤𝑟 = −0.97) the RCS is minimum at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.97, 𝛤𝑖 =
−0.24〉. Next, on the line 𝛤𝑟 = −0.92, RCS starts with a maximum (~− 15𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚) at 
〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.92, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.4〉,  then plunges to ~ −24𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.92, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.24〉 and 
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then increases to ~ − 19 𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.92, 𝛤𝑖 = 0.4〉. This behavior repeats for 
constant lines 𝛤𝑟 = −0.9, −0.86,−0.7. At 𝛤𝑟 = 0.5, RCS reaches to a constant value at 
~ − 18𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 for all imaginary values on Г plane. Finally, at the most right side of the Г 
plane again the RCS is constant on line 𝛤𝑟 = 0.98. 
 
     
                  (a) RCS                            (b) Induced phase 
Figure 2.2. Variation of RCS and induced phase in minimum scattering area. 
 
According to the results, the T-matched bowtie antenna has two primary and 
secondary maximum scattering areas. The primary scattering area is predicted by Green 
model in (3.1) at the right side of the antenna’s Г plane. The RCS at this area is found 
around ~ − 19𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚. On the other hand, the secondary maximum scattering area has not 
been predicted by Green model. Interestingly, the RCS at this area is approximately ~−
15𝑑𝐵𝑠𝑚 which is higher than the RCS in the primary maximum scattering area. 
The induced phase at the input port of the antenna for several constant 𝛤𝑟 lines over 
𝛤𝑖 are depicted in Figure 2.3 (b). At the most left side of the Г plane on the line 𝛤𝑟 = −0.97 
the induced phase changes from 𝜑1~− 90° at 〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.97, 𝛤𝑖 = −0.25〉 to 𝜑2~− 65° at 
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〈𝛤𝑟 = −0.97, 𝛤𝑖 = 0.25〉. By moving toward the right side of Г plane the induced phase 
tend to take a constant value over the entire imaginary values on Г plane. At the most right 
side of Г plane the induced phase on line 𝛤𝑟 = 0.98 is a constant value at 𝜑~58°. 
It should be mentioned that using the modified current reflection coefficient in (2), 
results in very negligible variation of both real (resistance) and imaginary (reactance) 
values of the impedance on the right side of Г plane for T-match bowtie antenna. This 
results in the constant RCS and induced phase on the right side of Г plane in Figure 2.3. 
However, on the left side of Г plane using (2) results in steep variation of impedance which 
causes steep variation both in phase and RCS in this area. On the other hand, for the studied 
linear half-wave dipole the variation of the impedance is distributed over the entire Г plane. 
Thus, the variation of RCS and phase are also spread over entire its Г plane.  
 
2.3 MEASUREMENTS 
In this section, we present the measurement results for the backscattering of the two 
studied antennas at different scattering states.  
 
2.4 MEASUREMENT SETUP 
 To measure the scattering properties of the two aforementioned antennas, several 
load impedances were selected as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These load impedances 
were selected to place the antenna scattering on a desired area of the Г plane as shown in 
Figure 2.4 (a). In Figure 2.4 (a) each load impedance is represented by a color and a marker 
type. Yellow and blue markers represent the corresponding loads for half-wave dipole and 
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T-match bowtie antennas respectively. The marker shapes represent the load number for 
each antenna based on Table 2.1 and 2.2. 
A pin diode is used at the input port of the antennas to modulate their backscattered 
fields. The modulation of the backscattered field of the antenna is necessary to extract it 
from the clutter of background noise in the environment. The diode is biased by connecting 
the antenna through thin wires to rectangular signal generator Agilent 81150A. The signal 
generator creates a pulse train at 𝑓 = 10𝐻𝑧 and ±0.7𝑣. To isolate the induced 𝑎𝑐 current 
on the antennas from the thin bias wires, inductors (L=100𝜇𝐻) are soldered between the 
pin diode and wires as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). Wires are made orthogonal to the 
polarization of the antenna and reader to minimize their interference.  
 
Table 2.1. Selected loads for half wave dipole antenna. 
𝑍𝐿1= 20Ω +0.7pF 𝑍𝐿4= 50Ω +2pF 𝑍𝐿7= 17.8Ω +110nH 
𝑍𝐿2= 4.5Ω +1pF 𝑍𝐿5= 118Ω +0.5pF 𝑍𝐿8= 10Ω +22nH 
𝑍𝐿3= 50Ω +0.6pF 𝑍𝐿6= 118Ω +12nH 𝑍𝐿9= 118Ω +0.2pF 
 
 
Table 2.2. Selected loads for T-match bowtie antenna 
𝑍𝐿1=0.2 Ω+ 1pF 𝑍𝐿5=10 Ω +5pF 𝑍𝐿9=2.26 Ω +1.3pF 
𝑍𝐿2=10 Ω+ 0.94pF 𝑍𝐿6=0.5 Ω +1.8pF 𝑍𝐿10=0.5 Ω +1.26pF 
𝑍𝐿3=0.9pF 𝑍𝐿7=5.1 Ω +1.5pF 𝑍𝐿11=15 Ω +1.15pF 





A horn antenna is used as the reader antenna and is connected to the VNA Agilent 
E5061B. We measure  𝑆11 at the input port of the horn antenna. Figure 2.5 depicts 𝑆11 for 
one measurement case. As understood from the figure 2.5 by biasing the diode the scattered 
field form the antenna under test is modulated between two states. The modulation depth 




             (3) 
and it shows by how much the modulated variable of the carrier signal varies around its 
unmodulated level. The measured 𝑆11 is proportional to the vitiation of backscattered field 
from the antenna. Since the scattered field also is proportional to the induced current on 







2           (4) 
where 𝐸𝑠 is the scattered field from the antenna and 𝐸𝑖 is the incident wave form reader, 
the RCS from the antenna and its current are related by √𝜎 ∝ 𝐼. To demodulate the 





𝑛=1  where Ʌ(𝑛) is a sign function 
which is triggered to +1/−1  when the diode changes its state. We have 𝑝𝑑 = |𝑝𝑑|∢𝑝𝑑 =
𝛿𝑒𝑗𝜑. Since 𝑝𝑑 is the integral of the measured 𝑆11 we also have 𝑝𝑑 ∝ 𝐼 and 𝑝𝑑 ∝ √𝜎. 
One important factor in comparing the phases of different scattering states for an 
antenna is that they all must be compared by the same references: (1) All backscattering 
signals (𝑝𝑑) are measured with reference to the open circuit state (reverse bias of diode) at 
the antennas. (2) The antennas must be placed exactly at the same place on the antenna 
support shown in Figure 2.4 (b) for all measurements. (3) All received signals must be 





(a) Variation of RCS on different 𝛤𝑟 line. 
 
 
(b) Induced phase (𝛷) on different 𝛤𝑟 line. 










Figure 2.4. (a) Load impedances from each antenna’s Г plane are selected and are 
shown on a common Г plane. The impedance of the diode in its forward bias (1Ω+0.7nH) 
is also added to the total load at the input port of the antennas. (b) Prepared T-match 






Figure 2.5. The measured 𝑆11. 
 
end, in each measurement the starting point of a complete pulse in the received 
backscattered signal is found as shown in Figure 2.4. Afterward, the same Ʌ(𝑛) function 
is used to integrate 9 following pulses from the backscattered signal. For this setup, we use 
𝑁 = 500 and 𝑁𝑝 = 9. 
 
2.5 MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The impedances tabulated in Table 2.2 and 2.3 are soldered to the antennas. 
Antennas are put individually on the measurement setup as shown in Figure 2.4 (c). The 
measurement for each scattering state is repeated for 3 times. Figure 2.6 (a) and (b) show 
the real and imaginary values of the demodulated signal (𝑝𝑑) for different scattering states 
of respectively half-wave dipole antenna and T-match bowtie antenna.  
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We notice error in measurement for each scattering states. This error can be 
attributed to the error in placing the antennas at the exact previous location on the antenna 
support. Also, any movements in the antenna support itself can be considered as the reason 
for this error.  In general, however, we notice almost the same behavior (magnitude and 
phase of demodulated signal) for the measurements in all scattering states. For half-wave 
dipole antenna, it is understood from Figure 2.6 (a) that by using 𝑍𝐿7 and 𝑍𝐿2 the antenna 
RCS reaches to a minimum and a maximum respectively. These results were expected from 
Figure 2.1 (a) and 3.5 (a) since these loads are selected very close to the minimum and 
maximum scattering states of the antenna.  
According to Figure 2.6 (a), the induced phase at scattering states 𝑍𝐿1, 𝑍𝐿3, 𝑍𝐿5, 𝑍𝐿9 lead 
the induced phase at 𝑍𝐿2 . This observation is in agreement with Figure 2.1 (b) where loads 
𝑍𝐿1, 𝑍𝐿3, 𝑍𝐿5, 𝑍𝐿9 lead the induced phase at 𝑍𝐿2 by ∆𝛷~40°, ∆𝛷~50°, ∆𝛷~60°, ∆𝛷~85° 
respectively.  At the same time, we observe a gradual decrease in the magnitude of 𝑝𝑑 
while we move away from 𝑍𝐿2 and passing through scattering states 𝑍𝐿1, 𝑍𝐿3, 𝑍𝐿5, 𝑍𝐿9. We 
also notice the same behavior of RCS of the antenna from Figure 2.1 (a). On the other hand, 
for loads  𝑍𝐿4, 𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿8 which are located in the bottom side of Г plane the induced phase 
at the antenna lag the phase in 𝑍𝐿2 state as noticed from measurement results in Figure 2.6 
(a). This lag in phase is ∆𝛷~ − 15°, ∆𝛷~ − 60°, ∆𝛷~ − 70° respectively for loads 
 𝑍𝐿4, 𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿8. Furthermore, we also observe a gradual decrease in magnitude of 𝑝𝑑 as we 
move away form 𝑍𝐿2 and passing through these loads 𝑍𝐿4, 𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿8. We understand the 
same behavior in the simulated RCS of the antenna in Figure 2.1 (a). 
For T-match bowtie antenna, the backscattering characteristics of 𝑍𝐿1 to 𝑍𝐿4 which 








 (b) Demodulated signal fromT-match bow tie antenna. 






phase. This was also understood in the simulations results in Section 3.3.1. By moving to 
𝛤𝑖 < 0 on the left side of Г plane a big change in the induced phase is noticed as understood 
from the backscattering of 𝑍𝐿5. This wide variation in the induced phase is predicted in 
simulation as described in Figures 3.3 (b) and 3.4 (b). By moving toward the secondary 
maximum scattering area ( 𝑍𝐿6 to 𝑍𝐿10) an increase in the RCS of the antenna is noticed as 
suggested from simulations results in Figures 2.2 (a) and 2.3 (a).We observe this in the 
magnitude of demodulated  𝑝𝑑 in Figure 2.6 (b) in that |𝑝𝑑| increases while moving from 
𝑍𝐿6 to 𝑍𝐿10. At the same time, the induced phases of demodulated 𝑝𝑑  grow more positive 
when moving from 𝑍𝐿6 to 𝑍𝐿10. This behavior is observed in Figure 2.4 (b) where the 
demodulated signals from 𝑍𝐿6 to 𝑍𝐿10 are leading in phase comparing the phase of 𝑍𝐿5 
(𝛷𝑍𝐿5 < 𝛷𝑍𝐿6 < 𝛷𝑍𝐿7 < 𝛷𝑍𝐿8 < 𝛷𝑍𝐿9 < 𝛷𝑍𝐿10). For 𝑍𝐿12 which is close to the primary 
maximum scattering area of the antenna the variation of the phase is close to that of 𝑍𝐿1 to 
𝑍𝐿4 as expected from simulations results. The steep variation of RCS of T-match bowtie 
antenna in a small area has both advantages and disadvantages. Using this characteristic of 
the antenna by switching between a small values of impedance large variation of RCS is 
achieved which is an advantage. On the other hand, a disadvantage of this antenna 
characteristic can be attributed to the shift of impedance due to temperature and sensitivity 
of the components resulting in an un-wanted change in the impedance and as a result the 
corresponding RCS of the antenna. 
For scalar differential backscattering defined by Green model, scattering states 
{𝑍𝐿7, 𝑍𝐿2} for half-wave dipole can be used which respectively produce the minimum and 
maximum scatterings from the antenna. For T-match bowtie antenna, scalar differential 
backscattering defined by Green model can be produced by using 𝑍𝐿12 and the minimum 
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scattering state of the antenna. In this paper, by using the typical impedance values in the 
lab, this minimum scattering state could not be realized. The secondary maximum 
scattering states of the antenna can be achieved at 𝑍𝐿10 or 𝑍𝐿11. As understood from Figure 
2.6 (b) the magnitude of the signal at primary scattering state (𝛿2) is lower than the 
magnitude of the signal at secondary maximum scattering state (𝛿1). To conclude: (1) T-
match bowtie antenna has two maximum scattering areas on its Г plane: primary and 
secondary. The secondary maximum scattering area is not described by Green model. (3.2) 
The RCS of T-match antenna at its secondary maximum scattering state is higher than 
antenna RCS in primary maximum scattering state. 
According to the measurement results, for both antennas two scattering states with 
phase difference close to 𝜑~180° can be achieved. These scattering states are {𝑍𝐿5, 𝑍𝐿6} 
for half-wave dipole and {𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿12} for T-match bowtie antenna. However, the resultant 
vector differential backscattering are not higher than that that of scalar differential 
backscattering obtained by Green model. Thus, using VDB cannot increase the modulation 
depth over SDB.   
Scattering states with different phases can be used for increasing the bit rate in 
backscattering links. As an example, by using Green model for half-wave dipole antenna 
each of the two scattering states {𝑍𝐿2, 𝑍𝐿7 } characterizes one bit: ”0” or “1”. However, if 
four scattering states are considered as {𝑍𝐿1, 𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿2, 𝑍𝐿7} then they can account for 2 bits 
to encode {00, 01, 10, 11} in a stream of data. To this end, boundaries of detection must 
be characterized for each scattering states so that the reader can decode any of the four 




3. THE PROPOSED ANTENNA DESIGN 
In this section, we explain our proposed dual loading design for the T-match bowtie 
antenna. A 1 𝑚𝑚 gap is created in the center of the antenna where a load impedance can 
be soldered to establish an “operation mode” as shown in Figure 3.1. Another load is 
connected to the input port of the antenna as shown in Figure 3.1. This sets the “operation 
state” (OS). In this paper, only inductive stimulus and an open circuit (O.C) case for OM 
is studied. All studied OMs are listed in Table 3.1. All studied OSs in this paper are 
tabulated in Table 3.2. In this section, we show that by using different combinations of OM 
and OS, the antenna is set at different scattering states. The resultant scattering states can 
provide a variety of magnitudes over 360° phases span in I-Q plane. Consequently, this can 




Figure 3.1. The proposed design for dual loading in the studied T-match antenna. 
 
Table 3.1. Studied operation modes (OMs).  
Operation mode 




Table 3.2. Selected loads for using in operation states (OS) of the antenna. 
𝑍𝐿1 = 20 𝛺, 0.5𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿6 = 1.47 𝛺, 0.6𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿11 = 34.8 𝛺, 0.2𝑝𝐹 
𝑍𝐿2 = 30 𝛺, 44𝑛𝐻 𝑍𝐿7 = 50 𝛺, 0.05𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿12 = 357 𝛺, 0.6𝑝𝐹 
𝑍𝐿3 = 10 𝛺, 5𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿8 = 0.1 𝛺, 770𝑛𝐻 𝑍𝐿13 = 71.5 𝛺, 1.2𝑝𝐹 
𝑍𝐿4 = 15 𝛺, 4𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿9 = 180 𝛺, 0.1𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿14 = 34.8 𝛺, 10𝑛𝐻 
𝑍𝐿5 = 20 𝛺, 1𝑝𝐹 𝑍𝐿10 = 50 𝛺, 100𝑛𝐻 𝑍𝐿15 = 34.8 𝛺, 0.3𝑝𝐹 
 
 
3.1 USING ONE OPERATION MODE 
 In this section, the backscattering from the antenna is studied for all the operation 
modes listed in Table 3.1. All 15 operation states of the antenna as tabulated in Table 3.4 
were considered in each operation mode. Measurement for each scattering state is repeated 
for two times.  
Figure 3.2 shows the real and imaginary values of the demodulated signal (𝑝𝑑) in 
each operation mode for two differential backscattering scenarios: scalar differential 
backscattering (SDB) and vector differential backscattering (VDB). For SDB, two 
minimum and maximum scattering states of the antenna by Green model are characterized. 
For VDB, two high scattering states of the antenna which can provide the biggest phase 
difference are characterized. At different operation modes, different loads provide the 
highest VDB and SDB. These scattering states are all tabulated in Table 3.3. In some cases, 
using VDB has no superiority over SDB in increasing the differential backscattered signal 
(e.g. 𝑂𝑀 =  10𝑛𝐻, 12𝑛𝐻, 𝑂𝐶). However, for other OMs the improvement in differential 
backscattered signal in VDB over SDB is substantial (𝑂𝑀 = 2.2𝑛𝐻, 5.1𝑛𝐻, 22𝑛𝐻). The 
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modulation depth for VDB and SDB for all cases in Figure 3.2 were calculated and are 
tabulated in Table 3.3. For SDB, the modulation depth is limited to 100%  (93% < 𝑀𝐷 <
99.68%). However, for VDB the modulation depth takes higher values than 100%. 
According to the results, the achieved modulation depth for VDB is 124.56% < 𝑀𝐷 <
176.16%. The reason for this is that in VDB the two scattering states are not in the same 
quadrature of I-Q plane and the vector distance between two scattering states increases. 
 











max min 𝒔𝟏 𝒔𝟐 
22nH 99.23 𝑍𝐿14 𝑍𝐿12 30.0 124.56 35.1 𝑍𝐿2 𝑍𝐿6 
12nH 95.84 𝑍𝐿14 𝑍𝐿10 25.4 158.21 33.7 𝑍𝐿2 𝑍𝐿11 
10nH 95.68 𝑍𝐿5 𝑍𝐿9 24.3 162.62 31.2 𝑍𝐿4 𝑍𝐿14 
5.1nH 93.95 𝑍𝐿5 𝑍𝐿10 17.9 173.69 23.7 𝑍𝐿1 𝑍𝐿14 
3.3nH 99.68 𝑍𝐿14 𝑍𝐿10 5.9 141.96 8.3 𝑍𝐿4 𝑍𝐿14 
2.2nH 96.40 𝑍𝐿2 𝑍𝐿10 4.3 176.16 6.2 𝑍𝐿4 𝑍𝐿14 
O.C 99.55 𝑍𝐿14 𝑍𝐿9 13.5 138.38 14.5 𝑍𝐿2 𝑍𝐿3 
 
 
Another interesting observation in the results is that by increasing the inductance 
value in the operation mode from 2.2nH to 22nH the magnitude of the maximum scattering 
states (𝑚𝑎𝑥{|𝑝𝑑|}) for this antenna design increases.  As an example, the simulated RCS 
of the antenna in OM=2.2nH/OS=𝑍𝐿2 and OM=22nH/OS=𝑍𝐿2 are 54𝐶𝑚
2 and 294𝐶𝑚2 
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(a) OM=2.2nH            (b) OM=3.3nH 
         
(c) OM=5.1nH            (d) OM=10nH 
             
                                      (e) OM=12nH            (f) OM=22nH 
 
(g) OM=O.C 
Figure 3.2. Scalar and vector differential backscattering at different OMs. 
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respectively. The magnitude of the demodulated backscattered signal from the antenna in 
these two scattering states are 4.3 × 10−3and 30 × 10−3 respectively.  
 
3.2 USING SEVERAL OPERATION MODES 
In this section, the VDB from the antenna is studied when two or several of the 
operation modes in Table 3.1 are used. The demodulated backscattering signal of all 
operation modes can be compared with each other when the same Ʌ(𝑛) is used for 
demodulating the received signals for all operation modes. Consequently, a variety of 
scattering states can be achieved. Furthermore, high scattering states with phase difference 
∆𝜑~180° can be used to improve the differential RCS and also the modulation depth. If 
two exactly symmetric scattering states are found it is possible to increase the modulation 
depth to 200%. Figure 3.3 shows two high scattering states of the antenna in two different 
operation modes: {𝑂𝑀 = 22𝑛𝐻/𝑂𝑆 = 𝑍𝐿2} and {𝑂𝑀 = 10𝑛𝐻/𝑂𝑆 = 𝑍𝐿4}.  
As shown in Figure 3.3, these two scattering states have approximately ~∆𝜑 =
160° phase shift comparing to each other. Boundaries of detection for each scattering state 
in Figure 3.3 are shown by a dashed line. If the demodulated signal falls above this line 
“state 1” is detected. On the other hand, if the demodulated signal falls below the boundary 
line “state 2” is detected. Since the two scattering states are not exactly symmetric the 
achieved modulation depth increases to 166.17%. However, the magnitude of the vector 
differential backscattering signal increases to |∆𝛿| = 49.8 × 10−3. According to the 
results in Table 3.3, the magnitude of the vector differential backscattered signal when only 
one operation mode is used is bounded in 6.2 × 10−3 < |∆𝛿| < 35.1 × 10−3. By using 
higher signal in backscattering links the signal is more immune to the noise and 
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interference in the environment. Furthermore, the coverage range in backscattering links 
can be increased without increasing the power at the reader antenna. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Two high scattering states with approximately ~∆𝜑 = 160°. 
 
VDB can also be used to increase the bit rate of the backscattered links in the 
proposed antenna. The proposed antenna can provide different scattering states with 
various magnitude (𝛿 = |𝑝𝑑|) and phase (𝜑 = ∢𝑝𝑑). By changing the antenna’s operation 
mode and operation state it is possible to move the scattering state of the antenna on in 
phase-quadrature (I-Q) plane.  Figure 3.4 shows 32 scattering states of the antenna. Each 
scattering state is measured for 2 times and is denoted by a marker color and a type. The 
color of the scattering state shows its OM. The type of the scattering state shows its OS. 
The boundaries of detection for each scattering state is characterized by red dashed lines. 
All of these scattering states are tabulated in Table 3.4. The scattering states can be 
categorized based on the magnitude of the demodulated signal (𝛿). Four boundaries for the 
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magnitudes are considered: (1) 𝛿 > 0.02, (2) 0.01 < 𝛿 < 0.02, (3) 0.005 < 𝛿 < 0.01, (4) 
𝛿 < 0.005. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the scattering states with  0.01 > 𝛿 and Figure 3.11 (b) 
shows the scattering states with 0.01 < 𝛿.  
Scattering states {𝑠1, 𝑠8, 𝑠9, 𝑠10, 𝑠11, 𝑠13, 𝑠15} are high scattering states which are 
located at 𝛿 > 0.02. These 7 scattering states are located in approximately ∆𝜑~260° 
phases span. Scattering states {𝑠21, 𝑠32, 𝑠14, 𝑠16, 𝑠19, 𝑠12, 𝑠20, 𝑠2, 𝑠4, 𝑠30} are located in 
0.01 < 𝛿 < 0.02. These 10 scattering states are located in a ∆𝜑~360° phase span. 
Scattering states {𝑠7, 𝑠3, 𝑠5, 𝑠17, 𝑠18, 𝑠22} are located in 0.005 < 𝛿 < 0.01. These 6 
scattering states are located in a ∆𝜑~360° phase span.  Scattering states 
{𝑠31, 𝑠29, 𝑠6, 𝑠24, 𝑠26, 𝑠24, 𝑠23, 𝑠27} are located in 0.0025 < 𝛿 < 0.005. These 8 scattering 
states are located in a ∆𝜑~360° phase span. And lastly, scattering state 𝑠28 are at the 
𝛿~0.0025 and -45° < 𝜑 < 0° phase span. 
 
Table 3.4. Scattering states for the proposed quasi-QAM-32. 
OM 𝒁𝑳𝟏 𝒁𝑳𝟐 𝒁𝑳𝟑 𝒁𝑳𝟒 𝒁𝑳𝟓 𝒁𝑳𝟔 𝒁𝑳𝟕 𝒁𝑳𝟖 𝒁𝑳𝟏𝟎 𝒁𝑳𝟏𝟏 𝒁𝑳𝟏𝟑 𝒁𝑳𝟏𝟒 
marker + ● ■ ▲ ► ◄  ★ x * ▼ ♦ 
22nH - 𝑠1 𝑠2 𝑠3 𝑠4 - 𝑠5 𝑠6 𝑠7 - - 𝑠8 
12nH - 𝑠9 𝑠10 𝑠11 𝑠12 𝑠13 - - - 𝑠14 - - 
10nH - - - 𝑠15 - 𝑠16 𝑠17 𝑠18 - - 𝑠19 𝑠20 
5.1nH - - - 𝑠21 - 𝑠22 - - - - - - 
3.3nH - - - - - - 𝑠23 - - - - 𝑠24 
2.2nH - 𝑠25 𝑠26 𝑠27 - - - - - - - 𝑠28 




(a) Scattering states in quasi QAM-32 with 𝛿 >0.01 
 
 
 (b) Scattering states in quasi QAM-32 with 𝛿 <0.01 
 




The characterized scattering states, however, are not orthogonal. Thus, they can 
provide a quasi-32-QAM. This quasi-32-QAM can encode 5 bits in a backscattered link. 
However, if the noise and interference from the environment is high the scattering states 
are drifted from their boundaries to other boundaries and error in detection in RFID reader 




















In this paper, first we presented a study on RCS and variation of phase of current 
for a linear half wave dipole and a resonant T-match bowtie antenna over their Г planes. 
The simulation and measurement results show that the behavior of a linear antenna can be 
well predicted by the well-known Green model (1). However, we showed both by 
measurements and simulations that against the widespread assumption in the literature the 
RCS of a T-match bowtie antenna cannot be predicted by Green model. We showed that a 
T-match bowtie antenna has two maximum scattering areas on its Г plane. Next, we 
introduced a new design for RFID antennas by using dual loading. We showed by 
measurements that the proposed deign can produce various scattering states with different 
magnitudes and phases. This property of the proposed antenna can be used to: (1) improve 
the backscattering signal strength and modulation depth, (2) increase the bit rate in 
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III. APPLICATION OF LOW SCATTERING ANTENNAS TO RFID 
NETWORKS  
ABSTRACT 
An established backscattering link between an RFID tag and reader suffers from 
high interference from other RFID tags in the network. This interference results in low read 
rates in RFID networks. In this paper, we investigate a new state for an RFID tag in which 
the tag switches to an invisible (i.e. low scattering) state when a communication link 
between an RFID reader and another target RFID tag is ongoing. We show both by 
simulations and measurements that by using this method the interference to the 















Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a short-range wireless technology for 
transferring data. An RFID system consists of a main base station called RFID reader and 
several RFID tags in the field. The basic operation of an RFID system is as follows: the 
main base station sends out a signal to the field calling out an RFID tag ID. The source 
signal induces an energy at the antenna of the interrogated tag. This energy is partially 
absorbed and partially scattered back to the reader. By switching between two load 
impedances connected to the antenna at the interrogated tag it is possible to modulates the 
backscattered signal on top of the continuous source signal. Finally, the reader decodes the 
message from the tag. 
One of the main challenges in an RFID network is that the read rate in these 
networks decreases as a result of increasing the number of tags in the field. This scenario 
is shown in Figure 1.1 with two RFID tags in the field. During an interrogation from RFID 
tag 1 the other tag in the field also receives this signal. Due to electromagnetic scattering, 
RFID tag 2 will also partially scatter energy to the environment. This scattered signal can 
result in destructive interference at RFID tag 1 causing non-efficient power harvesting and 
weak backscattering signal. Furthermore, it can interfere at the RFID reader causing low 
read rates.  
Interference from closely spaced RFID tags results in degrading the read rate in 
large number of tags. This have been one of the main complaints from RFID consumers 
and the main obstacle in widespread usage of this technology in some applications. Some 
researchers have tried to approach to this problem by developing collision avoidance and 
detection techniques [1][2]. However, while these methods can help controlling the order 
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in which tags are read, they cannot affect the scattering from neighbor tags in an ongoing 
interrogation. Some works model this interference using mutual coupling theory for 
scattering antennas [3][4]. Still these models have not been successful in proposing 
solutions in suppressing interference in RFID networks. In [5], the effect of the load 
impedance of the target antenna on the level of destructive interference from neighboring 
tags is studied. On the other hand, the interference from a neighbor RFID tag can actually 
be used to increase the backscatter signal from the target tag [6]. However, the results of 
study in [6] show that the neighbor tag should switch to different load impedances to keep 
its constructive effect at different placements and distances to the target with respect to the 
incident wave from the reader. A study on the effect of tag polarization on the level of 
interference at a target RFID tag is also investigated in [7]. This study represents the fact 




Figure 1.1. The scattering from tag 2 causes interference for the backscattering 




Invisible antennas have long been studied in the literature [8], [9], [10]. An invisible 
antenna is basically a scatterer which is loaded with proper impedances such that its 
scattering is minimized. The first comprehensive model for finding the invisibility load of 
an arbitrary antenna was first discussed in [8]. This model still is used in the literature for 
RFID antennas. In this model, the radar cross section (RCS) from a scatterer with 





2         (1) 
where 𝐺 is antenna gain at wavelength 𝜆, 𝐴𝑠 is a constant describing structural scattering 
coefficient of the antenna, and 𝛤 is a modified current reflection coefficient: 𝛤 = 
(𝑍𝑎
∗ − 𝑍𝐿) (𝑍𝐿 + 𝑍𝑎)⁄  such that |𝛤| ≤1 for all passive loads. In (4.1), 𝛤 and 𝐴𝑠 stand 
respectively for antenna mode scattering and structural mode scattering. In this model by 
selecting 𝛤 = −𝐴𝑠 the RCS from the antenna is zero (𝜎 = 0) and the antenna is minimum 
scattering. On the other hand, [9] uses a different method to find the invisibility load of an 
antenna. In this work the low scattering state of an antenna is found by minimizing the 
integral of the induced current distribution of the antenna. By minimizing the integral of 
the current the backscattering from the antenna is also minimized. Although [8] and [9] use 
different methods their results and analysis are in agreement with each other.  
The idea of using low scattering antennas in RFID networks first was discussed in 
[11]. In [11] it has been shown that by changing the capacitive load impedance of a tag it 
is possible to reduce its RCS to a low scattering state (𝑅𝐶𝑆~15𝑐𝑚2 or 
approximately −28𝑑𝑏𝑠𝑚). This method is used to reduce interference in a fixed array 
structure of RFID tags and increase read rate accordingly.  
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In [6], we have shown that depending on the selected load at a neighbor tag the 
interference to a target can be either constructive or destructive. In this paper, we extend 
our study in [6] to a case where the neighbor tag has minimal effect (𝑅𝐶𝑆 < 0.1𝑐𝑚2 or −
50𝑑𝑏𝑠𝑚) on a target tag. In contrast to [11], in this work we provide in depth study of the 
invisible state and its effect on the performance of the RFID system. In the first step, we 
evaluate the degree of invisibility that can be practically achieved for an antenna. We call 
this feature the accuracy of the invisibility point of an antenna. Next, we perform a study 
to see if the mutual coupling effect form the target tag can affect the invisible antenna and 
force it away from its invisibility point. We call this feature the stability of the invisibility 
point of an antenna. We show that the effect of a nearby tag (target antenna) on the invisible 
antenna is negligible and the invisible antenna remains in low scattering region. Next, we 
use the low scattering antenna as a neighbor for a target tag in an ongoing backscattering 
link between the target and a reader. We show by measurements and simulations that by 
using a low scattering antenna the interference from neighbor is kept in a low value. In this 
situation the current at the target antenna is stabilized. Furthermore, we show that the 
invisibility state for the used antenna type (half-wave dipole) is maintained over a large 
range of frequencies. Thus, by selecting one invisible state for the antenna this method can 
be used at wide range of frequencies and application. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 2, we discuss the accuracy and stability of the invisibility of the studied 
antenna. Section 3, we present and discuss measurement and simulations results. 




2. INVISIBLE ANTENNA 
In this section, we discuss how accurate (or ideal) an invisible antenna can be 
achieved. Also, we discuss if placing a realizable invisible antenna beside a target antenna 
can drive the invisible antenna away from its low scattering region.  
 
2.1 ACCURACY IN ACHIEVING INVISIBILITY STATE  
The induced current distribution on a linear cylindrical antenna which is placed on 
z axis and illuminated by an electric field 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 having the same polarization z can be found 










𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑧)    (2) 
where 𝐼(𝑧′) is the current distribution on the antenna with length 𝑙 and radius a and 








𝑑∅, 𝑅 = √(𝑧 − 𝑧′)2 + 2𝑎2 − 2𝑎2𝐶𝑜𝑠∅. The integral equation 
must be solved subject to the constraint that the current 𝐼(𝑧) vanishes at the antenna ends 
𝐼(𝑙 ⁄ 2) = 𝐼(−𝑙 ⁄ 2) = 0.  
The induced current on the antenna surface will consequently produces an electric 
field. It has been shown that the far field electric field of the antenna on z axis has 𝐸𝜃 
component and 𝐸𝑟 = 0, 𝐸∅ = 0 [12]. The far field pattern of the antenna can be found  











𝑑𝑧′]   (3) 
Equation (3) models the scattering from an antenna. This scattering is proportional 
to the integral of the distribution of the current on its structure. Thus, in order to put a 
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scatterer in its invisibility state the integral of current on its structure must be minimized 




). This can be done by selecting appropriate load impedances for the antenna. 
The distribution of the induced current on the scatterer depends on the selected load 
impedance and the antenna impedance itself. The antenna impedance for most RFID tags 
is partially resistive and inductive. Thus, by selecting a capacitive load (conjugate match) 
we can expect a higher current distribution on the antenna. Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) show the 
magnitude and phase distribution on a thin cylindrical dipole at three load impedances: 
resistive 𝑍𝐿1 = 50𝛺, capacitive 𝑍𝐿2 = 1𝑝𝐹 and inductive 𝑍𝐿3 = 60𝑛𝐻. In this paper, CST 
Studio is used for all simulations. We understand that for capacitive and resistive loads the 
magnitude of the current takes a big value. Furthermore, the distribution of phase is a 
constant value on the length of the antenna. However, at inductive load first the magnitude 
of the induced current is small. And second, the distribution of phase undergoes ~180 
degrees shift at the center of the antenna. Thus, the integral of the current on this antenna 
is minimal. However, for the capacitive and resistive loads since the sign of the current is 
fixed the integral of the current on the antenna surface take a big value.   
To study invisibility, in this paper a printed half-wave dipole at f= 1𝐺𝐻𝑧 on Roger 
RO4350 support is considered. The invisibly state of the antenna is investigated using the 
method introduced in [8]. As mentioned earlier,  using this method it is also expected that 
the integral of the current to be minimized. The ideal invisibility state is achieved at “𝑅~ 
0.0002 Ω” and “𝐿= 100.3254 nH” for the selected antenna using. We select 𝑅 = 0 𝛺 and 
𝐿 =  100 𝑛𝐻 as practical values for measurement and simulations.  Thus, the only 





(a) Distribution of magnitude 
 
  (b) Distribution of phase  
Figure 2.1. Magnitude and phase distribution on a half-wave cylindrical dipole at 




A comparison of the RCS from the ideal and realizable invisible antenna is shown 
in Figure 2.2 (a). It is understood that for the realizable invisible antenna the RCS at the 
main lob is slightly above -50 dBsm. However, for the ideal invisible antenna the RCS at 
any angles is less than -58dBsm. A comparison of the magnitude and phase of current 
distribution also is shown in Figure 2.2 (b) and (c) respectively. In general, Figure 2.2 (b) 
and (c) represent the distribution of current at a low scattering antenna which results in a 
minimized integral of the current on the antenna structure. For the ideal invisible antenna 
the distribution of the phase of the current is negative in a wider area at the center of the 
antenna. This makes the integral of the current of the ideal invisible antenna to be closer to 
zero. It is interesting to note the additional nulls at the main lobe of the antenna at ideal 
invisible state. These nulls happen due to the unique current distribution of the antenna at 
this state. As understood from Figure 2.2 (c) in this state half of the antenna has positive 
and half of the antenna has negative phase distribution. By employing this distribution of 
current on the antenna in (3) additional nulls at the main lobes of the antenna pattern will 
appear. We evaluate the stability of sustaining low scattering state in the next section. 
 
2.2 STABILITY IN SUSTAINING INVISIBILITY STATE 
In this section, we perform a brief study on how stable the current distribution of 
an invisible antenna is in response to placing another antenna in its vicinity. From mutual 
coupling theory we know that adjacent antennas affect and degrade the current distribution 
at their neighbors [12]. More specifically, in [6] we have shown that for closely spaced 
RFID tags this disturbance in the current distribution is very immense and can totally 
change the current distribution on the tags. Knowing this, a valid question about reducing 
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interference using invisible antennas is that if placing an invisible antenna in the vicinity 
of a target antenna could drive it away from its invisibility point. In this Section, we 
investigate the stability of maintaining invisibility state at an invisible antenna when it is 
placed in the vicinity of a neighbor. In another words, we examine how strong the variation 





(b) Magnitude of current distribution    (c) Phase of current distribution 





To study the stability of maintaining invisibility state, a low scattering state of the 
studied antenna in the previous section is considered at 𝑅 = 17 𝛺 and 𝐿= 107 nH (main 
lobe RCS at −37dbsm or ~2𝑐𝑚2). From [6] we know that in a two tag system depending 
on the placements of the tags with respect to the incident wave from the RFID reader 
different current distribution is formed on the antennas. Thus, in this work we also consider 
three cases in that the target antenna is placed beside, behind and in front of the invisible 
antenna with respect to the incident wave. We call these cases respectively side, back and 
front neighbor scenarios. The distance between antennas is set at d=2.5cm. Using 𝛤 = 
(𝑍𝑎
∗ − 𝑍𝐿) (𝑍𝐿 + 𝑍𝑎)⁄  a parameter sweep over the impedance of the load of neighbor 
antenna (𝑍𝐿) is performed with “0.1” resolution steps for 𝛤. This sweep is performed to 
find the load impedance at the neighbor antenna which can drive the low scattering antenna 
the most from its invisibility point. In another words, using this impedance at the neighbor 
antenna the integral of the current at the low scattering antenna will be maximum. At the 
used resolution step the impedance at the neighbor antenna is considered at 𝑍𝐿 = 5.69Ω +
 0.964pF for front and side scenarios and at 𝑍𝐿 = 12.726𝛺 + 0.5329𝑝𝐹 for back scenario.  
Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) show respectively the variation of the magnitude of the integral of 
the current at the low scattering and neighbor antenna based on the normalized distance 
between the antennas for three cases. It is understood that although the magnitude of the 
current at the low scattering antenna changes for all three cases this change is bounded to 
∆𝑖 < 3 × 10−5. Also, for all cases when the distance between antennas increased the 
magnitude of the current at the low scattering antenna is converged to a fixed value where 
the neighbor antenna has no effect on the variation of the current distribution anymore. As 




(a) Magnitude of current at the invisible antenna  
 
 (b) Magnitude of current at the neighbor antenna 






𝑑 <  0.5𝜆 the integral of the current experience some insignificant variation but at 𝑑 >
 0.5𝜆 the integral of current is converged to a fixed value. In this situation the low scattering 
antenna has no effect on the neighbor antenna. Furthermore, in this study it is noticed that 
although the magnitude of the distribution of current at the low scattering antenna changes 
in different cases the general format of the current distribution of the low scattering antenna 
does not change and is as described in Figure 2.2 (b) and (c). It is concluded that although 
a non-ideal invisible antenna is used and the neighbor has the strongest effect on it still the 

















3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
In this section, we investigate the variation of the backscattered signal from a target 
antenna when a neighbor antenna is placed beside it. A printed half-wave dipole at 𝑓 =
1𝐺𝐻𝑧 on a Roger RO4350 substrate loaded with a pin diode is considered as a target 
antenna as shown in Figure 3.1 (a). Two-conductor pads 1 𝑚𝑚 × 1 𝑚𝑚 are added to the 
antenna structure for soldering impedances to the antenna structure. The antenna and the 
structural support thickness are 0.05 𝑚𝑚 and 0.5 𝑚𝑚 respectively. A minimum and a 
maximum scattering antenna are prepared to be used as neighbors beside the target antenna. 
The minimum scattering antenna is prepared by considering 𝑅 = 0 and 𝐿 = 100𝑛𝐻. The 
maximum scattering antenna is also considered for comparison by selecting 𝑅 = 4.5 𝛺 and 
𝐶 = 1𝑝𝐹. The measurement setup is prepared as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The target 
antenna is connected to rectangular pulse generator Agilent 81150A to bias the pin diode 
and modulate the backscattered wave. To isolate the ac current L=100𝜇𝐻 is soldered 
between the pin diode and the bias wires. Wires are made orthogonal to the polarization of 
the reader antenna and antennas to minimize interference. The pulse generator is set at 
f=10Hz and ±0.7𝑣. 
A horn antenna is used as the RFID reader and is connected to the Agilent E5061B 
VNA. The variation of the measured  𝑆11 at VNA is proportional to the variation of 
scattered field from target antenna. According to (4.3) the scattered field has a direct 
relation with the integral of current n the target antenna (𝐸𝑠 ∝ 𝐼). And  𝑆11 =
𝐸𝑠
𝐸𝑖
 where 𝐸𝑖 
is the incident wave from the reader. Thus, the measured  𝑆11 represents the variation of 










2          (4) 
We can conclude that the relation between RCS of the antenna and its current distribution 
is σ ∝ 𝐼2.  
The VNA is set at 𝑓 =  1𝐺𝐻𝑧, sweep time=1 s, with 𝐸𝑋𝑇 trigger. Minimum and 
maximum scattering antennas are placed in turns as a neighbor beside the target antenna to 
investigate the variation of the current at the target antenna. Three cases are considered in 
that the neighbor antenna (minimum and maximum scattering antennas) is put beside, 
behind and in front of the target antenna. The distance between antennas (𝑑) is increased 
and the variation of scattered signal from the target antenna is measured. The signal from 





𝑛=1  where 𝑠11(𝑛)  is the received pulse 
at the VNA, Ʌ(𝑛) is a sign function which is triggered to +1/−1 when the signal in 
ON/OFF. In this setup 𝑁 = 500 and 𝑁𝑝 = 10.  
Figures 3.2 (a), (b), and (c) show the simulation and measurement results for the 
variation of the normalized current at the target antenna based on the distance 𝑑 when the 
minimum and maximum scattering antennas are placed in turns as a neighbor respectively 
in the back, front and beside the target antenna. The measured and simulated induced 
current at the target antenna when it is alone in the field are shown by green and yellow 
symbols. As discussed in [6], we understand that the induced current at the target tag is 
immensely degraded when a maximum scattering antenna is used in the vicinity in all three 
cases. Depending on the position of the maximum scattering antenna with respect to the 
incident wave this degradation can be either destructive or constructive. In contrast, the 
degradation in the induced current at the target when the minimum scattering antenna is 
used beside the target is very small in all three cases. In other words, the minimum 
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scattering antenna acts as if it is invisible and if the target antenna is alone in the field. The 
slight change between measurement and simulation results for minimum scattering antenna 
can be attributed to the parasitic resistance and inductance due to soldering impedances to 
the antenna pads. 
 
 
(a) Prepared half-wave dipole for measurements 
 
 (b) Measurement setup 
Figure 3.1. (a) Target antenna (b) Experiment setup. 
 
In the next step, a new experiment setup is prepared as shown in Figure 3.3. The 
minimum scattering antenna is placed beside the target antenna in a random position within 
one block and two blocks as shown in Figure 3.3. Each block is 10cm× 10𝑐𝑚.  For 
comparison, a case where a short circuit antenna is placed beside the target antenna is also 
examined.  Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) show the demodulated signal from the target tag when a 





(a) Neighbor behind the target. 
 
(b) Neighbor in front of the target. 
 
 (c) Neighbor beside the target. 
Figure 3.2. Measurement and simulation results for the variation of the 
normalized induced current at the target antenna when a neighbor antenna (max. and min. 




Figure 3.3. Minimum scattering and short antennas are placed in turns in a 
random position beside the target antenna.  
 
 
(a) One block 
 
 (b) Two blocks 
Figure 3.4. Variation of the demodulated signal from the target. 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are 
respectively the RCS of the target when it has one invisible and one short neighbor. 
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one and two block away. As discussed earlier, the variation of the RCS of the antenna is 
proportional to square of current distribution of the antenna (𝜎 ∝ 𝐼2). From figure 4.8 (a) 
and (b) we understand that the variation of RCS of the antenna is almost constant when an 
invisible antenna is placed beside it. However, when a short antenna is placed beside the 
target RCS has substantial variation which can be either higher or lower than that of alone 
state of the antenna. Overall, we understand that by using a low scattering antenna beside 













4. INVISIBILITY OVER FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
A valid question about using an invisible state for RFID tags is how stable the 
invisibility state of the antenna over a band of frequencies is. We consider the 𝑈𝐻𝐹 
frequency band of RFID tags (860𝑀𝐻𝑧 to 960𝑀𝐻𝑧) and we perform this study for the 
antenna in Figure 3.1 (a). The pin diode is replaced with a short circuit impedance.  
 
 
Figure 4.1. Measuring RCS of invisible antenna. 
 
 




The RCS of the minimum and maximum scattering antennas is measured inside an 
anechoic chamber as shown in Figure 4.1 using the same setup in [13]. The antenna is 
placed is front of a reader antenna orthogonal to the foam support. The reader antenna is 
used in horizontal polarization matching the polarization of the antenna.  The antenna 
reader is connected to the VNA where 𝑆11 is measured. The RCS from the antenna can be 




 where 𝑟 and 𝐺 are respectively the distance to the reader and 
the gain of the antenna under test [13]. Figure 4.2 shows the measured and simulated RCS.  
It is understood that the minimum scattering property of this antenna is maintained over a 
wide frequency range (0.7𝐺𝐻𝑧 < 𝑓 < 1.2𝐺𝐻𝑧. However, as understood from the results 
by moving to higher frequencies over 1.2𝐺𝐻𝑧 the RCS increases and thus the antenna will 











In this paper, we proposed a low scattering state for RFID tags. This new state for 
RFID tags can be used to minimize the interference from a closely spaced tag to a target 
antenna. We showed that the effect of the target tag on the low scattering antenna is 
negligible and the low scattering antenna remains at low scattering region in any 
placements beside the target antenna. This property of a low scattering antenna can be used 
in RFID networks to suppress interference in these networks to improve read rates.  In 
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IV. A SOLUTION TO LOW READ RATE PROBLEM IN RFID SCATTERING 
NETWORKS 
ABSTRACT 
High interference and low read rate have repeatedly been the main drawback of 
RFID technology. We propose a solution to this problem by employing low scattering 
antennas. We investigate a new state of scattering for RFID tags in that tags will switch to 
low scattering states to suppress interference to an ongoing backscattering link between an 
RFID reader and a target tag. We evaluate the efficiency of our proposed solution by 
random deployment of tags in a network of 10 antennas. We show the read rate is 93.76% 
when the threshold of detecting signal at the reader is set as high as 0.75𝜹 where 𝜹 is the 















Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been used in recent years in many 
applications for tracking and identifying items in large quantities. In many applications 
RFID has already been accepted as a replacement for barcode technology. One of the 
reasons for the popularity of RFID systems in comparison with barcode technology is that 
data can be accessed and manipulated wirelessly. However, using RFID technology in 
large quantities has one main challenge: low read rate.  
A representation of using an RFID system in large quantities is depicted in Figure 
5.1. An RFID system consists of a main RFID reader and several RFID tags in the field. 
When the reader decides to interrogate one tag it sends out a signal and calls out the ID of 
the tag. By impinging the signal on the tag a current is induced on its antenna structure. If 
the tag finds out that its ID is called out it changes its scattering state between two states to 
modulate its stored data onto the backscattered wave. Changing the scattering states of the 
tag is performed by switching a load impedance at the input port of the tag between two 
values. This method of transferring data is called differential backscattering [1]. However, 
as soon as the number of tags in the field increases the interference in the network increases 
and consequently read rate drops. A representation of this scenario is shown in Figure 1.1 
showing the fact that data communication by differential backscattering links is not always 
successfully accomplished. We explain this issue more in the next paragraph.  
Multi reflections and high interference are the main reason for low read rate in 
RFID networks. When the RFID reader interrogates one RFID tag the rest of the tags in 
the filed also receive this signal. Due to electromagnetic scattering phenomenon all of these 
tags will also scatter back to the environment. These scatterings will produce interference 
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at the interrogated tag. This interference will result in poor power harvesting and as a result 
poor backscattering signal from the interrogated tag. On the other hand, the scattering from 
all tags also will produce interference at the reader antenna which results in low signal to 
noise ratio. This will result in low read rate at the RFID reader. 
 
Tag # 6? 
RFID 
reader
Tag # 6 
Tag #1 
Tag # 2 
Tag # 3 Tag # 4 












Figure 1.1.  Multi reflection problem in RFID networks. 
 
Several resources have addressed this issue in RFID networks and proposed 
solutions to overcome low read rate problem in RFID networks [2]-[7]. Some resources 
propose collision avoidance and detection techniques to help improving the low read rate 
problem [2], [3]. Some resources propose using spatial, frequency or polarization diversity 
to help increasing the low read rate problem in RFID networks [4], [5].  Other works try to 
approach this problem by developing mutual coupling equations for the virtual antenna 
array formed by all the tags in the network [6], [7]. However, all of these works are 
methods and algorithms at the RFID reader side. Whereas the low read rate problem in 
RFID networks is generated because of high scatterings and the resultant interference at 
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the tags side. Thus, these methods are indeed unable to propose solutions for suppressing 
the interference.  
Invisible antennas have long been studied in the literature [8]-[14]. An invisible 
antenna is simply a scatterer -antenna- which is loaded with proper impedance so that its 
backscattering is minimized [8]. In [15], we proposed the concept of using low scattering 
antennas in RFID systems. In our proposed solution for a two tag system, one tag (the 
neighbor antenna) switches to a low scattering state to suppress its interference to the other 
tag (the target antenna). We studied the effect of accuracy of invisibility state on the level 
of interference to the target antenna and the stability of sustaining invisibility state when 
the invisible antenna is placed in the close vicinity of the target antenna. The result of our 
study showed that a non-ideal invisible antenna still remains in low scattering region when 
it is placed in the close proximity of a target antenna. Also, we showed that the variation 
of the current of the target antenna in the presence of a non-ideal invisible antenna is very 
small.  
In this work, we extend our study to a network of neighbor antennas in the vicinity 
of one target antenna. We evaluate the effect of increasing the number of neighbor antennas 
in random positions and alignments on the detection of the signal of the target antenna at 
the reader antenna. We consider two types of neighbor antennas in our study: short circuit 
neighbors (highly scattering with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~135𝐶𝑚2) and low scattering antennas 
(𝑅𝐶𝑆~0.1𝐶𝑚2). We show that when high scattering antennas are placed as neighbors in 
the vicinity of the target antenna the radar cross section (RCS) from the target is immensely 
degraded and mostly takes a value close to zero. Next, we show that by using low scattering 
antennas as neighbors of the target antenna the interference to the target is suppressed. In 
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this situation, the RCS from the target antenna is stabilized and takes a value close to the 
RCS of the antenna when it is alone in the field (alone state). Finally, we perform a read 
rate study in our measurements. We show that when the threshold of detecting signal of 
the target antenna is set to 0.75𝛿 where 𝛿 is the magnitude of the signal from the target 
antenna at its alone state, the read rate is 93.76% in a random deployment of 9 low 
scattering neighbor antennas. Conversely, by using high scattering neighbor antennas at 
the same configurations the read rate of 14.16% is achieved. Finally, we present a study 
about the absorption cross section of invisible antennas and its effect on the bulk reading 















2. BACKSCATTERING LINKS 
In this section, we perform a quick overview to the basics of the operation of 
backscattering links in RFID systems. Backscattering links in RFID systems work based 
on scattering phenomenon. In order to interrogate an RFID tag, an RFID reader sends out 
a command calling out the ID of the tag. We show this signal by 𝐸𝑖(𝑟) = 𝐸0𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑟where 
𝐸0 is a complex vector. The incident electric field at the target will produce a current 
distribution on the antenna. This current distribution will consequently result a scattered 
field from the antenna. The far-field scattered field from the antenna placed on z axis can 
be shown by [16]  
𝐸𝑠











𝑑𝑧′]   (1) 
Equation (5.1) shows the far-field radiation from the RFID antenna. For far-field 
scattered filed 𝐸𝑠
𝑟 = 0, 𝐸𝑠




𝐹(?̂?) where 𝐹(?̂?) is the far field pattern function. According to (1), we understand that 
the scattering from an antenna is directly related to the integral of the current distribution 
on its structure [8], [15]. 
The energy at the target antenna is partially absorbed and partially scattered by the 
target antenna. The relation between absorption and scattering cross section at an antenna 
is explained by Forward scattering theorem or optical theorem for receiving and scattering 
antennas [17] 






}       (2) 
where ?̂?0 shows the unit incident filed vector for the linearly polarized filed. In (2), 𝜎𝑠 and 
𝜎𝑎 are respectively scattering and absorption cross sections.  The scattered and absorbed 
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energy from the antenna can be denoted by  𝑃𝑠 = 𝜎𝑠𝑃𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑎 = 𝜎𝑎𝑃𝑖𝑛.  Scattering cross 







2          (3) 
in that 𝐸𝑠 is characterized by (1) and 𝐸𝑖 is the incident wave form reader. Two factors 
characterize the scattering cross section of a scatterer: load impedance and antenna 
structure [16]-[18].  The RCS from a scatterer with impedance 𝑍𝑎 loaded with 𝑍𝐿 and 





2         (4) 
where 𝐺 is antenna gain at wavelength 𝜆, 𝐴𝑠 is a constant describing structural scattering 
coefficient of the antenna, and 𝛤 is a modified current reflection coefficient: 
 𝛤 = (𝑍𝑎
∗ − 𝑍𝐿) (𝑍𝐿 + 𝑍𝑎)⁄         (5) 
such that |𝛤| ≤1 for all passive loads. Considering 𝛤 = 𝛤𝑟 + 𝑗𝛤𝑖), the modified reflection 
coefficient can be characterized on the Г plane of the antenna. The Г plane of the antenna 




In (4), 𝛤 and 𝐴𝑠 represent the load mode scattering and antenna mode scattering. 
The load mode scattering is a portion of the scattering form the antenna which can be 
manipulated by changing its load impedance. The antenna mode scattering, on the other 
hand, is the portion of the scattering from the antenna which is fixed and depends only on 
its structure. By selecting 𝛤 = −𝐴𝑠 in (4) the RCS from the antenna is zero and the antenna 
will turn to a minimum scattering antennas [18], [19]. Accordingly, at this scattering state 
we have 𝐸𝑠 = 0 in (1) and (3). Thus, at low scattering state the integral of the current on 
the antenna (∫ 𝐼) is minimum [8], [15]. On the other hand, the 𝛤 which has the farthest 
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distance to (-𝐴𝑠) on the Г plane of the antenna will maximize the right side of (4). At this 
𝛤, 𝜎𝑠 is maximum and the antenna turns to a maximum scattering antenna. Normally, an 
RFID tag in its standby mode is set to its matched state to absorb the maximum energy [1], 
[16]. The absorbed energy must be above threshold 𝑃𝑎
𝑡ℎ for a successful operation of the 
tag. To this end, the absorption cross section of the antenna must be above a threshold 
(𝜎𝑎



















3. STABILITY IN KEEPING THE INVISIBILITY STATE 
In this section we present a brief study for evaluating the factors which can drive 
an invisible antenna away from its invisibility state. Throughout this paper a half-wave 
dipole antenna at 𝑓 = 1𝐺𝐻𝑧 on Roger RO4350 support is considered for our study.  The 
antenna and the structural support thickness are 0.05 𝑚𝑚 and 0.5 𝑚𝑚 respectively. The 
accuracy of the invisibility of the studied antenna is evaluated in [15]. The ideal invisibility 
state for the antenna under test is achieved using a load of “𝑅~ 0.0002 Ω” and “𝐿= 100.3254 
nH”. In this paper, we consider 𝑅 = 0 𝛺 and 𝐿 =  100 𝑛𝐻 as realizable values for 
measurement and simulations. 
 
3.1 MATERIAL 
An RFID tag is normally designed to tag different objects which have different 
material characteristics. In this section, we evaluate the stability in keeping invisibility state 
of an antenna when it is placed on different materials. The realizable invisible antenna from 
previous section is considered. The antenna is placed on a 30𝐶𝑚 × 30𝐶𝑚 ×
0.5 𝐶𝑚 substrate of different material types. The RCS of the antenna at its main lobes (𝜃 =
90) is studied. The result of this study is tabulated in Table 3.1. It is understood that by 
changing the substrate material, the RCS from invisible antenna increases. In another 
words, when the invisible antenna is placed on different material it is no longer in its low 
scattering region.  
In [20], the relation between the invisibility point of the antenna on its Г plane and 
the permittivity of the substrate material that the antenna is placed on is studied. It has been 
shown in [20] that the invisibility point of the antenna on its Г plane is predictable based 
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on the permittivity of the substrate. Using this property, it is possible to maintain the 
minimum scattering feature of the antenna by load switching. In this method when tags are 
placed on different materials the tag is switched to an appropriate load to keep the low 
scattering state of the antenna.   
 
3.2 THE EFFECT OF NEIGHBORS 
It is well understood that the mutual coupling in closely spaced antennas immensely 
affects the distribution of the currents [15], [16]. Since the invisibility state at an antenna 
is achieved by minimizing the integral of its current distribution, a valid question is if the 
mutual coupling effect from neighbor antennas can drive an invisible antenna away from 
its invisibility point. In this section, we consider a maximum scattering neighbor antenna 
and place it beside the realizable invisible antenna from previous section to study the 
variation of the current on both antennas. A maximum scattering state of the studied 
antenna is achieved by using 𝑅 = 4.5 𝛺 and 𝐶 = 1𝑝𝐹 [18]. This antenna is called antenna 
1. The realizable invisible antenna is called antenna 2. Three case studies are examined. In 
the first case, antenna 1 is placed beside antenna 2. In case  2, antenna 1 is placed in front 
of antenna 2. And in case 3, antenna 1 is placed behind antenna 2. The variations of 
magnitude of the induced currents on both antennas are studied when the antennas are 
illuminated by a plane wave having the same polarization as the antennas (linear).  
Figure 3.1 shows the variation of the currents at the center of the antennas based on 
the normalized distance between them. It is understood that the current at the invisible 
antenna (antenna 2) experiences some variation. This variation in case study 3 is the 
maximum. In this case study, the invisible antenna is illuminated from two sides (source 
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and antenna 1) and the addition of phases of the incident fields produce more variation in 
the induced current on the antenna. However, in all cases the variation of the magnitude of 
the current on the invisible antenna is bounded to almost 0.27e-3. By increasing the 
distance between the antennas the magnitude of the current at the invisible antenna is 
 
Table 3.1. RCS of the studied antenna at its realizable invisible state when it is 






















































𝜺𝒓 1 3 4.3 4.8 6 6.15 10.2 




Figure 3.1. The variation of the magnitude of currents at the center of two side by 




converged to a fixed value which is its current at its alone state [15]. On the other hand, the 
magnitude of the current at antenna 1 (maximum scattering antenna) is almost constant in 
all cases. We conclude that although the invisible antenna is placed in the vicinity of an 
antenna which has the maximum RCS still the variation of magnitude of current on it is 
bounded. Furthermore, this variation does not disturb the distribution of the current on the 
neighbor antenna (antenna 1). Thus, the low scattering antenna is almost invisible in the 
field.   
 
3.3 POLARIZATION & INCIDENT ANGLE MISMATCH  
If the polarization of an antenna and the incident wave angle is not in agreement 
there will be polarization loss. Polarization loss factor (PLF) is defined as 𝑃𝐿𝐹 =
|𝜌𝑤. 𝜌𝑎|
2=|𝐶𝑜𝑠 ∅|2 in that 𝜌𝑤 and 𝜌𝑎  are respectively unit vector of the incident wave and 
the antenna. Also, ∅ is the angle of between these two vectors as shown in Figure 3.2. In 
general, 0 < |𝑃𝐿𝐹| < 1. By decreasing PLF the received energy at the antenna is also 
reduced [16]. Thus, the best absorption efficiency happens at ∅ = 0 where polarizations of 
the incident wave and the antenna are in agreements. Table 3.2 tabulates the RCS from the 
realizable invisible antenna at different incident angles. We understand that by increasing 
∅ the RCS from the antenna is also reduced. In another words, the maximum RCS from an 
invisible antenna occurs at ∅ = 0 and by increasing ∅ the antenna becomes more invisible. 





Figure 3.2. The angle between 𝜌𝑤 and 𝜌𝑎 (∅) has an impact on the RCS of the 
antenna. 
 
Table 3.2. RCS of the studied antenna at its invisible state base on ∅. 
∅ (degree) 0 14 44 64 75 83 89.99 
RCS (𝑪𝒎𝟐) 0.1 0.07 0.046 0.023 1.91e-2 3.9e-3 5.2e-5 
 
 
3.4 INVISIBILITY OVER FREQUENCY 
Another factor which can affect the invisibility state of an antenna is the operation 
frequency. Since the invisibility state of the antenna is maintained by appropriate selection 
of the loads for the antenna by moving to other frequencies the loads will take different 
impedances. This change in the impedances may not result in the minimum integral of the 
current on the antenna structure anymore.  Figure 3.3 shows the simulation and 
measurement results for the variation of RCS of two maximum and minimum scattering 
states of the studied antenna over a range of frequencies [15]. The RCS from maximum 
scattering antenna is decreased by moving over frequency. The minimum scattering 
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property of the studied antenna, however, is maintained over a large band of frequencies. 
After 1.2 𝐺𝐻𝑧, however, the RCS from minimum scattering state increases and the antenna 
is no longer minimum scattering. In UHF RFID systems, the operation range of frequencies 
is bounded 860 − 960 𝑀𝐻𝑧. For the studied antenna, there is no big variation in the RCS 
of the realizable invisible antenna over this range of frequencies.  
 
 











In this section, we explain our measurement setup and we present our measurement 
results. Furthermore, we discuss the issue with the absorption cross section of invisible 
antennas and how this issue affects the bulk reading in RFID networks using the proposed 
method in this paper for interference suppression.   
 
4.1 MEASUREMENT SETUP 
The target antenna is prepared for measurements as shown in Figure 4.1. A pin 
diode is used at the input port of the target antenna to modulate the incident wave on the 
antenna by two scattering states at the antenna: short (high scattering) and open (low 
scattering). The RCS of the antenna at short and open circuit states are respectively 8 
𝐶𝑚2 and 135𝐶𝑚2. When the diode is in forward and reverse biases the scattering state of 
the antenna is changed between short and open states respectively. The modulation of the 
scattered signal is necessary to extract the backscattering signal from the clutter, caused by 
scattering from the environment, at the reader antenna. To bias the diode the antenna is 
connected to rectangular pulse generator Agilent 81150A through thin wires. The pulse 
generator is set at 𝑓 = 10𝐻𝑧 and ±0.7𝑣. To isolate the induced 𝑎𝑐 current on the antenna 
from the input port of the pulse generator, big inductors (L=100𝜇𝐻) are soldered between 
the pin diode and the bias wires. The bias wires are routed orthogonal to the polarization 
of the antenna and the reader to minimize the interference. A horn antenna is used as a 
reader antenna as shown in Figure 4.2. The input port of the horn antenna is connected to 
VNA Agilent E5061B where we measure 𝑆11. The VNA is set at f= 1GHz, sweep time=10 
s, averaging 36, IF BW=1𝑘𝐻𝑧, EXT trigger, number of points=500. The measured 𝑆11 has 
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a direct relation to the scattered field from the target antenna. According to (1), the scattered 
field from the antenna depends on the integral of the current on the antenna. Thus, the 
variation of 𝑆11 will have direct relation to the variation of the current on the antenna. 
Furthermore, from (5.1) and (5.3) we conclude that the RCS from the target antenna and 
its current (𝐼) are related by √𝜎 ∝ 𝐼. Measuring backscattering using 1-port VNA 
measurement is very sensitive to the variation of the environment and movements of the 
objects in the field of experiment setup. Figure 4.3 (a) shows a case where a disturbance 
has occurred in the measurement setup. In this case, it is possible to detect the presence of 
a modulated signal from the target antenna. However, the received signal cannot be used 
to measure the magnitude of the signal. In these cases, the measurement is repeated. Figure 
4.3 (b) shows a correct measurement of 𝑆11 which can be used for characterizing the 
magnitude of the backscattered signal.   
 
 






Figure 4.2. Measurement setup [15]. 
 






𝑛=1         (6) 
where Ʌ(𝑛) is a sign function which is triggered to +1/−1  when the signal in high/low 
scattering states. For this setup, we use 𝑁 = 500 and 𝑁𝑝 = 10. Finally, low scattering 




(a) Flawed measurement.          (b) Correct measurement.  






4.2 MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
Three measurement scenarios are considered where one low scattering neighbor 
antenna is placed beside, behind and in front of the target antenna. These cases are 
respectively called side, back and front neighbor scenarios. The distance between antennas 
is increased and the backscattered signal from the target is measured.  The same scenarios 
are simulated in CST Studio to find the variation of the induced current at the target 
antenna. Figure 4.4 shows the normalized simulated current and measured 𝑝𝑑 for three 
side, back and front neighbor scenarios. The measured 𝑝𝑑 and the simulated current at the 
alone state are also shown respectively by green and yellow markers. It is understood that 
in all cases the variation of the current at the target antenna when a low scattering antenna 
is placed in its vicinity is very negligible and is very close to its alone state. These results 
show that low scattering neighbor antenna has minimum effect on the target antenna. In 
another words, the neighbor antenna is invisible in the field. The slight difference between 
measurement and simulation results can be attributed to the parasitic resistance and 
inductance due to soldering and also measurement errors.  
In the next step, we evaluate the effect of three factors on detecting the signal from 
the target antenna: increasing the number of neighbor antennas, random placement of 
neighbors, and random alignments of neighbor antennas (random ∅). Two type of 
neighbors are considered for our study: low scattering antennas and high scattering 
antennas (short circuit antennas). The RCS from the low and high (short circuit) scattering 
antennas are 0.1𝐶𝑚2 and 135𝐶𝑚2.  The measurement setup in Figure 4.5 (a) is considered. 
Both E-plane and H-plane for the incident and backscattered fields are shown in Figure 4.5 
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(a). Each block is 10𝑐𝑚 × 10𝑐𝑚. Throughout our study the target antenna is fixed in the 
field so that the incident angle of the field from the reader antenna is ∅ = 0. 
 
 
Figure. 4.4. Variation of the normalized 𝑝𝑑 and simulated current at the target 
antenna. 
 
Five case studies are considered. In each case study, first the number of neighbor 
antennas (𝑖) is set to 1. A random configuration of neighbor antenna is chosen. At this 
random configuration the effect of using two types of neighbors antennas (high and low 
scatterings) on the variation of received signal from target antenna (𝑝𝑑) is measured. The 
process of random selection of configurations of the neighbor antenna and measuring the 
signal from the target is repeated for 𝑁 times for collecting statistics. This process is 
repeated by increasing the number of neighbor antennas from 𝑖 =1 to 𝑖 =9.  
In the first case study, the effect of random placement of neighbor antennas within 
one block distance to the target antenna with ∅ = 0 is studied. In the second case, the effect 
of random placement of neighbor antennas within two block distance to the target antenna 
with ∅ = 0 is studied. Figure 4.5 (b) depicts a configuration for case study 2. In the third 
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case study, the effect of random placement and random polarization (random alignment in 
H-plane) of neighbor antennas within 1 block distance to the target antenna is studied. 
Figure 4.5 (c) depicts this scenario. In the fourth case study, the effect of random placement 
and random polarization (random alignment in H-plane) of neighbor antennas within 2 
blocks distance to the target antenna is studied. Figure 4.5(c) depicts this scenario. Lastly, 
in case study 5 the effect of random placement and random incident angle mismatch 
(random alignment in E-plane) of neighbor antennas within 2 blocks distance to the target 
antenna is studied. Figure 4.5 (d) depicts this case study. The measurement for using both 
types of neighbor antennas in random configurations for case study 1,2,3,4 and 5 is 
respectively repeated for 𝑁 = 5,10,5,10 and 10. 
Figure 4.6 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) show the real and imaginary values of the 
demodulated signal (𝑝𝑑) from the target antenna for case studies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
respectively. The measurement results of 𝑁 measurements for 𝑖 neighbor antennas (𝑖 =
1: 9) are shown in these figures. The signal from target antenna at its alone state is also 
shown by a green marker. The demodulated signal from target antenna when its neighbors 
are all invisible antennas are shown by blue markers. The demodulated signal from target 
antenna when its neighbors are all short circuit antennas are shown by red markers. For all 
case studies, we understand that the demodulated signal from the target antenna surrounded 
by low scattering neighbors is very close to the signal of the target antenna at its alone 
state.  The reason for this is that low scattering antennas have minimal mutual coupling 
effect on the target antenna. Thus, the current distribution at the target is less affected. And 
consequently, its RCS is mostly stabilized.  
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(a) Measurement setup.    (b) Neighbors are aligned with the target 
antenna (∅ = 0) 
          
(c) Random polarization mismatch     (d) Random incident angle mismatch 
Figure 4.5. Random configurations of neighbor antennas. 
 
On the other hand, when the target antenna is surrounded by high scattering 
antennas (short antennas) its demodulated signal is immensely degraded from the alone 
state of the antenna. In most cases for all case studies, the demodulated signal is very weak 
and is very close to zero. The reason for this is that the random placements and alignments 
of short neighbors produce random degradation of current distribution at the target antenna. 
Thus, in each measurement a new current distribution is form on the target antenna. Thus, 
a new value for the antenna RCS is obtained. The random interference from short circuit 
neighbors at the target antenna can produce constructive interference as well. If a 
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constructive interference from neighbor antennas is formed the resultant RCS from the 
target antenna is increased. Figure 4.6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show several cases where the 
demodulated signal from the target antenna is stronger than its alone state. However, this 
is not always the case. In general, according to the results the probability of degradation of 
current at the target antenna and receiving very weak signal is considerably higher than 
having a stronger RCS from the target antenna. 
In our study we understood that when short circuit neighbors are placed in front of 
the target antenna the probability of blocking the signal from the target is considerably 
higher. Instead, if short neighbors are placed behind the target antenna there is a better 
chance to detect the signal from the target antenna. Also, in cases where the short neighbor 
are placed very close to the target antenna the signal from the target antenna is lost. On the 
other hand, when short antennas are placed in farther distance to the target antenna their 
mutual coupling effect on the target is minimized. Thus, in this case the signal from the tag 
can be detected. Another important factor in detecting the signal from the target antenna is 
the alignment of neighbor antennas compared to the target. 
When short neighbors have the same alignments the interference at the target is the 
highest. On the other hand, when short neighbors take different alignments their PLF 
decreases. Thus, they produce less interference to the target. In this case, the probability of 
detecting the signal from the target antenna is higher.  The standard deviation (STD) of the 
demodulated signal of the target antenna from its alone state’s signal is calculated for all 
cases. Figure 4.7 (a) shows the STD for all case studies using short antennas (high 
scattering) and low scattering antennas. From the results, we understand that the calculated 
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antennas. Also, for both short and low scattering antennas by increasing the number of 
neighbors the STD increases. A study on read rate is also performed in this study. In order 
to detect the signal from a target antenna at a reader the received backscattered signal from 
target must be above a threshold. The lower the threshold at the reader antenna the more 
complex and expensive it is so that it can extract the signal of the target from the clutter of 
background noise. In our study, the magnitude of the demodulated signal from the target 
antenna at its alone state is called 𝛿 and is used to set thresholds for our read rate study. 










0.95𝛿}. These four threshold are shown in Figure 5.10 as circles with their centers at the 









, 0.95𝛿}. According to figure 4.6, considerable 
number of demodulated signal measurements for cases of short circuit neighbors is inside 
the circle with radius 
𝛿
4
 and very close to zero. Thus, in all of these cases, when the threshold 
is set at 
𝛿
4
 the reader is not able to detect the signal from the target. When low scattering 
neighbors are used in the vicinity of the target antenna, however, the magnitude of the 
demodulated signal is higher than 
3𝛿
4
 for case studies 1 and 3, 0.95𝛿 for case studies 4 and 
5, and approximately 
2𝛿
4
 for all measurements in case study 2. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the read 
rate based on four specified thresholds for all 5 case studies. When the threshold is set at 






, the read rates for using low scattering antennas is 100%. However, 
by using short circuit antennas in these situations the read rate is lower than 65%. As 
expected, by increasing the threshold the read rate also decreases for using both neighbor 
types. For case studies 1 and 2, the read rate reaches to ~ 50% for low scattering neighbor 
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antennas. In these two case studies the interference is the worst since the neighbors keep 
the same alignments as the target antenna. For case studies 3, 4 and 5 in low scattering 
neighbors, however, the read rate is above 80% even when threshold is set to 0.95𝛿. For 
all case studies when short neighbors are used and the threshold is set at 0.95𝛿 the read 
rate reaches to approximately less than 20%. Specifically, for case study 5 the read rate 
reaches to zero.  
 
    
(a)Standard deviation                      (b) Read rate 
 
Figure 4.7. (a) Standard deviation of demodulated signal from the alone state at 
target antenna (b) read rates. 
  
The result of this study show that by using low scattering antennas in the vicinity 
of a target antenna the signal at the target stabilizes. In this situation, the neighbors have 
the less mutual coupling effects on the target antenna. Thus, the current distribution on the 
target is less degraded and the target can have a strong backscattering in response to the 
interrogation signal from the reader antenna. In this study, realizable low scattering 
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antennas in the lab at 𝑅𝐶𝑆~50𝑑𝑏𝑠𝑚 are used. By using ideal invisible antennas the result 
of this study can be improved.  According to [15], the main lobes of an ideal invisible 
antenna are suppressed to below −70𝑑𝑏𝑠𝑚 and its RCS at any angle is below−58𝑑𝑏𝑠𝑚. 
Since ideal invisible antennas have the lowest interactions with their neighbors they are 
literally invisible in the field and they disturb a target antenna the lowest. 
 
4.3 ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION 
In this section, we study the absorption cross section of the studied antenna. As 
discussed in section 3, the absorption cross section at a tag must be above the threshold 𝜎𝑎
𝑡ℎ 
so that the tag can turn on its internal circuitry and also replies back to the reader. However, 
if a tag is left at its invisible state the absorbed cross section (~0.033𝐶𝑚2) is very low and 
cannot effectively stablish a backscattering link with the reader. This interesting 
observation reveals the fact that if an antenna is put at its invisible state it can never “hear” 
if it has been interrogated.  
The absorption cross section of the studied antenna is simulated over the 𝛤 plane 
of the antenna using (5). The step size ∆𝛤 = "0.1" is considered.  On each point on 𝛤 plane 
the corresponding load impedances are found using (5). This impedance is then used to 
simulate the absorption cross section of the antenna. The incident wave has the same 
polarization as the antenna. Figure 4.8 shows the absorption cross section over the 𝛤 plane 
of the antenna. It is understood that at 𝛤 = 0 where the antenna is matched (𝑍𝐿 = 𝑍𝑎
∗) the 
absorption cross section is maximum. This is a well-known result and it was expected. On 
the other hand, by moving away from the matched state the absorption cross section of the 
antenna decreases. At circle |𝛤| = 1 on which the farthest states to the matched state are 
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achieved absorption cross section reaches to a minimum. The realizable invisibility point 
of the studied antenna was achieved at 𝛤 = −0.9598 −  0.2807𝑖. This means that when 
the antenna is minimum scattering it is also minimum absorbing. Table 5.3 tabulates the 
absorption cross sections for a few scattering states. According to table 4.1 the absorption 
cross section at the matched and realizable minimum scattering states are 120 𝐶𝑚2and 
0.033𝐶𝑚2 respectively.  
 
4.4 BULK READING  
Bulk reading is desirable in many RFID applications. In this scenario, several tags 
need to be read in a short period of time. Current deployments of RFID systems do not 
provide sufficient reliability and accuracy. The reason for this is the interference among 
closely spaced RFID tags in application with bulk reading. The mutual coupling among 
closely spaced tags detune them from their designed input impedance and result in low 
power harvesting. Consequently, read rate in these networks reduces. 
As a result of this study, we propose a new scattering states for RFID tags. The 
proposed new scattering state is the low scattering state of the RFID tags. This new 
scattering state is used at the tags to minimize their interference to their neighbors in bulk 
reading RFID applications. In our proposed model, a tag is left at its matched state. By 
receiving the signal from the RFID reader the tag switches its scattering states between 
matched and invisible states to minimize its interference in the network. Using the 
proposed model it is possible to suppress the high interference in RFID networks and 





Figure 4.8. Absorption cross section (𝐶𝑚2) of the studied antenna over 𝛤 plane. 
 


































































In this paper, we propose a new scattering state for RFID tags to suppress 
interference in RFID networks. In this new scattering state tags will turn to low scattering 
states to reduce their interference to an ongoing backscattering link between the RFID 
reader and a target antenna. We showed by measurements that by using our proposed 
solution in a network of 10 tags the interference to the target is suppressed. In this situation, 
the RCS from the target antenna is stabilized and read rate increases. Our case studies 
shows 93.76% read rate when our solution is used. Whereas by using high scattering states 
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V. PRELIMINARY STUDY ON MUTUAL COUPLING  
ABSTRACT 
The communication quality between an RFID tag and a reader in a RFID network 
is affected by several factors including the distance between a reader and a tag, orientation 
of the antennas, and scattering from neighbor tags. Some studies have analyzed those 
factors and their impact on a read-rate of RFID systems. However, they neglected the effect 
of a mutual coupling among neighbor tags. In this paper, we formulate the driving currents 
of a RFID antenna array considering the mutual impedance among tags. Afterwards, we 
both measure and simulate the mutual impedance for the used RFID tag that is Alien 9640 
Squiggle Inlay and we compare the result with half wave dipoles which we construct. 
Simulation results show that current distribution on tags increases when compared with the 












In practical deployments of passive RFID networks, several tags are placed in close 
proximity making a passive (or parasitic) antenna array [1]. In such a scenario, mutual 
coupling between tags’ antennas becomes significant factor in system performance in that 
the current distribution on an antenna changes based on the current distribution on another 
antenna in its near field zone. Therefore, tags will experience variable impedance 
characteristics, which alter the impedance matching between the RFID antenna and its IC. 
Consequently, the power transfer to the IC will not be optimal and the RF signal will be 
distorted thus reducing performance in terms of read rate and read range. In [2], it has been 
shown that the tags’ read rate is affected by the presence of other tags in their close vicinity. 
However, these works did not completely explain the observed phenomena.  
For backscattering RFID systems, there is a limited work that considers the mutual 
coupling effect into tag reading rate and backscattering [3], [4]. In [3], a theoretical model 
with simulations for analyzing mutual coupling among stacked RFID tags is presented. 
However, that work provided no experimental validation and verification, which is 
presented here. Also, in [4] the effect of separation distance, orientation arrangement and 
polarization on mutual coupling and read rate of tags were given.  
Analytically evaluation of mutual coupling is a difficult task but can be done for 
simple elements [5]-[7]. Consequently, numerical methods, for instance the moment 
method and induced EMF method, are employed to study the mutual coupling effect for 
more complex antennas and antenna systems [8]-[9]. Also, circuit models for analyzing 
coupling effect were suggested and investigated in the literature [10], [12]. Also, the effect 
of mutual coupling in antenna array has long been thoroughly investigated in literature 
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[11]-[13]. However, such studies have yet to be carried out for RFID tags which are not 
typical, controlled antenna arrays. Against traditional antenna arrays, passive RFID arrays 
have no feed sources and they should harvest energy from the incident signal “as-it-is” 
received from the reader to power up their internal IC and modulate the scattered signal. 
Therefore, a new terminology for evaluating passive RFID antenna array should be 
defined.  
In this paper, using a circuit model for an array of RFID tags we drive a simple 
formula for driving currents of each element in the array. Then, we analyze mutual coupling 
impedances for Alien 9640 Squiggle Inlay RFID tag by both measurement and simulation 
using CST Microwave Studio. The results are compared with a half wave dipole both in 
measurements and simulations. Simulating an array of ten RFID tags in a linear array 
configuration, the driving currents at tags are studied using measured mutual impedances. 
Finally, we show that mutual coupling can be utilized to enhance the read rate of an RFID 
tag by increasing the induced current at distant tags.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.3 we develop our circuit 
model for an RFID antenna array. In Section 6.4, we present our work on the comparison 
between mutual impedance for RFID and half wave dipoles. In Section 6.5, simulation 
results for pattern of RFID antenna array and the effect of coupling on current distribution 





2. AN ARRAY OF COUPLED RFID TAGS 
Mutual coupling, being a near field phenomenon, results in changed input 
impedance of an RFID antenna which consequently results in a non-optimum power 
transfer to the chip. Thus, in applications where several RFIDs should work beside each 
other, mutual coupling should be taken into account to have an accurate design and 
performance study. To simplify the analysis of mutual coupling, Z-parameters are used in 
the literature [14]: ?̅? = [𝑍𝑖𝑗] i, j=1,2 in which 𝑍11 and 𝑍22 are the input impedances of 
antenna 1 and 2 respectively and 𝑍12 and 𝑍21 are defined as the induced impedances in the 
circuit of antenna 1 from antenna 2 and of antenna 2 from antenna 1 respectively. 
Let’s consider 1, 2,…, N RFID tags on y axis as depicted in Figure 2.1. A reader is 
considered at the coordinate’s center to illuminate tags. The impinging electric field from 










                                                           (1) 
The absorbed power by the tag would be  
Ptag = Prad. et = Prad. (1 − |Γ|
2) =Prad. (1 − (
Zch−Za
Zch+Za
)2)             (2) 
where et is the efficiency of the tag and 𝛤 is the reflection coefficient and 𝑍𝑐ℎ and 𝑍𝑎are 
impedance of chip and antenna respectively. The induced voltage at the antenna would be 




  where 𝑅𝑎 is the radiation resistance of the antenna. The induced 














Figure 2.1. An array of passive RFID tags. 
 
As soon as an induced current is produced in a tag’s circuit, the mutual coupling 
phenomenon between adjacent antennas is formed which can be defined as additional 
power voltage in a tag’s circuit as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). The additional voltage sources 
will alter the current distribution in the circuit of a tag. The new current distribution at the 







                    (4) 
where M is the effective number of tags for which mutual coupling effect exists, 𝑉𝑖𝑗 is the 
mutual coupling voltage generated at the ith tag because of the current of the jth tag. The 
coupled voltage 𝑉𝑖𝑗 can be written as 𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑗.I𝑗  where 𝑍𝑖𝑗 is the mutual impedance 
between ith and jth tag and 𝐼𝑗 is the current in the jth tag. Using (3) in (4) we have 
Itagi





j=1           (5) 
Now, since the mutual coupling effect is considered as a near field phenomenon 
distant tags will have minimal contribution in the additional induced voltage sources in any 
tag. Assuming effective mutual coupling distance 𝑑𝑀𝐶 = 𝑃. 𝜆/2 to be the distance where 




































Figure 2.2. (a) Tags when currents are induced at their circuit. (b) Circuit model of 
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     (6) 
where 𝑍𝑖𝑗 is the mutual impedance between tag i and j and the jth tag is 𝑑 = 𝑗. 𝜆/2 away 
from the ith. Now, the driving currents of tags 𝐼𝑡𝑎𝑔
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ cause the chips turn on. But, to estimate 
𝐼𝑡𝑎𝑔





3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF MUTUAL COUPLING 
In this section, the mutual coupling is both simulated and experimentally validated 
for two side-by-side Alien 9640 Squiggle Inlay RFID tags. It is shown in the results, that 
the mentioned RFID tag has a similar pattern to a half wave dipole. Thus, to have a 
benchmark, we construct two half wave dipoles and we also verify the well-known mutual 
impedance between half wave dipoles [14] by simulation and measurement.  
 
3.1 MEASURING MUTUAL COUPLING 
Two half wave dipole antennas was constructed for a f=1GHz as shown in Figure 
3.1 (b).  The dipole length is 15 cm and is fed by a short (~1” long) coaxial cable. To 
prepare the RFID tags for experiment, they were mounted onto a piece of cardboard slightly 
bigger than the antenna size for structural support as shown in Figure 3.1. The microchip 
was then removed from these antennas to allow contact points. These contact points were 
connected to an SMA connector through two thin copper strips. 
Figure 3.1 (a) shows the experimental setup for measuring the mutual coupling 
between two antennas. The antennas were placed in a small anechoic chamber and 
connected to an Agilent 8753E vector network analyzer (VNA). The VNA was calibrated 
such that the measurements are referenced to the input of the antennas. The VNA measures 
the S-parameters (i.e, transmission and reflection coefficients) of the set up. The S-
parameters are then transformed to Z parameters using  
[Z] = ([U] − [S])−1. ([U] + [S])     (7) 
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where U is unit matrix. These measurements were conducted three times with varying 
distance between the antennas for up to 45 cm separation and the average value is 
considered for analysis. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. (a) Experiment setup; (b) Constructed dipole. 
 
 




The same set up of the experiment was simulated in CST Microwave Studio 
(numerical electromagnetic simulation tool) for both dipoles and the Alien tag. The 
simulation produced S-parameters and then these S-parameters were converted to Z-




(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 3.3. A comparison between mutual impedance between two side by side antennas 
of RFIDs and half- wave dipoles. (a) Real part, (b) Imaginary part. 
 
3.2 MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION 
Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) shows the real and imaginary parts of the mutual impedance 
for both RFID and dipole antennas.  Since Z12 and Z21 show the interaction between two 
antennas their values are the same. As for dipoles, impedance values and trends of both 
measured and simulated graphs matched up well with each other and with the calculated 
mutual impedance for side-by-side configuration found in [14]. The differences in 
magnitude between graphs in here and [14] could be attributed to the dipole antenna 
thickness and the gap of the dipole feed point is not similar to the thin cylinder dipole in 
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[14]. The difference between measured and simulated versions also is attributed to 
measurement errors, construction of the RFID feed connector, and the poor quality of the 
very small anechoic chamber used in this experiment. Also, the values of impedance and 
trend of both measurement and simulation for the dipoles and RFID are similar. 
Furthermore, though in comparison to dipoles the magnitudes of mutual impedance are 
different, it is interesting to see that the trend of mutual coupling impedances for the RFID 














4. CURRENT DISTRIBUTION FOR AN ARRAY OF RFID TAGS 
A linear array with half-wave spacing of 𝑁=10 RFID tags with 𝑃=3 is considered 
for simulation. Figure 4.1 shows the normalized value of currents I𝑡𝑎𝑔̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ for tags based on 
their distances to the center. Though in the case where mutual coupling has not been 
considered a gradual decrease in the magnitude of current (Itag) is seen, where mutual 
coupling comes to consideration it is understood that the value of currents (I′tag) are not 
monotonically decreased. This shows that mutual coupling in RFID tags can help increase 
the read rate of tags since they increase the current induced on the tags comparing to the 
case of no mutual coupling. 
 
 




5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, first, the driving currents for a passive RFID array are formulated. 
The mutual impedance between two side-by-side Alien 9640 Squiggle tags and half wave 
dipoles was measured experimentally and compared against results simulated in the CST 
Microwave Studio. The comparison shows that the particular RFID tag behaves similarly 
to a half wave dipole. The measured values for mutual impedances were used to simulate 
current distribution on an RFID array. Simulation results show that current level on the 
tags generally increases when compared with the case that mutual coupling is not 
considered among tags. In this work we assumed an RFID as a secondary power source 
which absorbs, generates and reflects power. The future work will include analysis of 
mutual coupling among RFID tags by considering RFID as a scatterer with dynamic 
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VI. COOPERATIVE INTERFERENCE CONTROL IN NEIGHBORING 
PASSIVE ANTENNAS WITH APPLICATION TO RFID NETWORKS 
ABSTRACT 
Passive backscattering links suffer from mutual coupling among closely spaced 
neighbor antennas. This results in un-matched circuitry at input ports of antennas causing 
poor power harvesting, weak backscattering and overall low read rates. In this paper, 
cooperative control of interference through impedance switching at neighboring scattering 
antennas is proposed. Simulation and measurement results demonstrate that by using load 
switching at a neighbor RFID tag it is possible to control their mutual coupling effect to a 
target tag in order to enhance its communication performance. Also, we show that by using 
the proposed load switching at the neighbor antenna it is possible to improve the 
backscattering signal from the target from up to 3.4 dB over its backscattering signal when 
it is alone in the field. To this end, the position of the neighbor antenna with respect to the 












Radio frequency identification (RFID) is becoming more popular in short range 
data communication area due to its promising features: lower energy consumption, simple 
deployment and low maintenance. Data communication by RFID systems is performed by 
encoding the electromagnetic scattering wave from a target antenna. A target antenna is 
illuminated by a source signal from an RFID reader. The incident electric field induces a 
current distribution on the target antenna which results in backscattering. By using a switch 
and two load impedances at the target antenna, it is possible to encode the stored data 
(modulate the scattering) on top of source signal and reflect it back to the reader [1]. 
However, these systems suffer from a main drawback. Due to mutual coupling 
phenomenon, as soon as an additional (or more) antenna(s) is introduced in the field, the 
communication link with the target antenna experiences interference and poor 
backscattering [1]-[5]. This issue produces blind spots in these networks where the RFID 
reader cannot communicate with tags [3].  
Network representation of mutual coupling for transmitting and receiving antennas 
has long been studied in the literature [6]. References [4] and [5], use this model to study 
the mutual coupling interactions in the virtual antenna array formed by RFID antennas. In 
the traditional model for mutual coupling, the voltages are open circuit voltages. Thus, the 
mutual coupling impedance 𝑍12 ( 𝑍21) is calculated when antenna 1 (antenna 2) is set at a 
non-functional state and its source is off, i.e. open circuit state: 𝐼1 = 0 (𝐼2 = 0). Using this 
evaluation for receiving and scattering antennas produces some ambiguities. First, it is also 
well established that the current distribution is a strong function of the antenna loads [7]-
[12]. Furthermore, it is well understood that by making antennas open circuit their 
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scattering will not go to zero and they are still functional. Due to these reasons, in [13], Hui 














]        (1) 
where 𝑉1
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 , 𝑉2
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 are the induced voltage on the antennas when the neighbor antenna 
is placed at distance d=∞. And 𝑉1
𝑀𝐶 = 𝑍12𝐼2 and 𝑉2
𝑀𝐶 = 𝑍21𝐼1 are the additional induced 
voltage at each antenna due to the presence of a neighbor antenna in their vicinities. The 
mutual coupling impedance between two side by side monopoles with reference to standard 
impedances (short, open, 50𝛺) is measured using 2-port VNA measurements in [13], [14] 
in that the load in neighbor monopole is changed and the variation of the voltage in the 
target antenna is monitored by measuring 𝑆21. 
Measuring 𝑍12 and  𝑍21 in (1) for scattering antennas is very challenging. To 
measure these values, the voltages and currents of both antennas at their ports must be 
measured. However, by introducing any measuring instrument at the input port of the 
scattering antenna the distribution of the current is altered resulting in flawed 
measurements. On the other hand, mutual coupling in scattering mode cannot be measured 
by using 2-port VNA measurements. First, in general, scattering antennas can have 
different load values and not only standard loads. Second, by connecting the antennas to 
the input port of the VNA the distribution of the current is altered. In this paper, we use 1-
port measurement to study the variation of the current of the antennas in (1) in 
backscattering links. 
Controlling the mutual coupling interactions among closely spaced antennas has 
long been studied in the literature in Yagi antennas and later on in Electrically-Steerable 
Parasitic Array [6], [15],[16]. In these works, the goal has been to design and direct the 
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pattern of the overall antenna structure toward a desired direction. However, in RFID 
networks, the goal is to extract individual signals from each tag in the network from the all 
the chaos of interference in the network [1]. To overcome the low read rate due to mutual 
coupling issue in RFID networks, spatial, frequency and polarization diversities have been 
proposed in the literature [4], [17]. Some resources develop collision detection and 
collision avoidance techniques to solve this problem [18], [19]. In the proposed solution in 
[20], all tags of the same type call out the same pre-agreed-message at the same time in 
response to the interrogation signal from the reader. In this method, tags will cooperate to 
synchronize their scattering instead of producing interference to each other. However, this 
method faces its own challenges and shortcomings. First, if tags are located in a blind spots 
(caused by interference due to mutual coupling) they cannot cooperate [3]. Second, 
synchronization of independent and randomly located tags is a big challenge in this 
method. Furthermore, this method is unable to filter out the backscattering signals of 
individual tags in the network to access to their data.  
Two factors in controlling the mutual coupling must be considered: 1) the distance 
between antennas, 2) their load impedances. In [2], the effect of the load impedance of the 
target antenna on the level of destructive interference from neighboring tags at different 
distances is studied. In [1], we have shown that in a two tag system by putting one antenna 
at a low scattering state it is possible to suppress its interference at the other antenna 
regardless of its distance to it. One major challenge in controlling mutual coupling in RFID 
networks is that the distance among tags is not a known variable. Thus, the introduced 
method in [1] is a strong solution since it is not dependent on the distance among antennas.  
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Multi-port RFID tags have already been proposed in the literature for RFID sensing 
applications [21], [22]. In this paper, first we study the effect of mutual coupling between 
closely spaced scattering antennas. We propose an analysis method which is numerically 
based for evaluating the mutual coupling in scattering antennas. In the next step, we extend 
our study in [1] to a case where the neighbor antenna helps a target antenna to increase its 
backscattering signal over the case when it is alone in the field. We show that if tags 
“cooperate” they will not produce interference to each other and instead they can help each 
other to increase their backscattering signal strength. Our proposed solution contains a 
multi-port RFID which switches to different load impedances depending on its distance to 
the target to avoid destructive interference and instead produce constructive interference at 
the target antenna. We study the effect of both distance and load impedance of the neighbor 
antenna on the level of interference in the backscattering signal from the target antenna. 
We show if the neighbor is placed in front of the target it completely blocks the 
backscattering signal from the target. In this situation, by switching to an appropriate load 
at the neighbor which is within 𝟎 < 𝒅 < 𝝀 distance to the target antenna the signal strength 
from the target can be improved from up to 𝟑. 𝟐𝟖𝒅𝑩 over its signal when it is alone in the 
field (𝝀 represents the operation wavelength). When the neighbor is placed either in the 
back or side of target antenna, depending on its distance to the target it can switch to 
different loads to increase the signal strength of the target. This increase in the signal 
strength from the target is up to 3.4dB and 3.24dB respectively for when the neighbor is 
placed within 𝟎 < 𝒅 < 𝝀 at the side or back of the target antenna over its signal when it is 
alone in the field. We use a non-invasive method to measure the interference in closely 
spaced antennas. In this method, we use Modulated Scattering Technique to measure the 
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scattered filed from the target antenna at reader antenna by 1-port VNA measurements [1], 
[6]. The contribution of this paper is: (1) Proposing an analysis method for evaluating 
mutual coupling impedance in scattering antennas (2) introducing a multi-port RFID tag to 
avoid destructive interference and instead increase the backscattering signal strength in 
RFID networks. (3) Using Modulated scattering technique to measure and study 



















2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
The backscattered field from a linear antenna with length 𝑙 on z axis can be 









𝑑𝑧′]     (2) 
where 𝐼 represents the current distribution on the antenna. The general form of the induced 
current distribution is strongly dependent on the selected load for the antenna as well as 
the antenna structure [1], [6]-[12]. The scattered power from the antenna is characterized 







2                (3) 
in that 𝐸𝑠 is characterized by (2) and 𝐸𝑖 is the incident wave on the antenna. In this paper, 
the alone state for an antenna is attributed to the case where the antenna is alone in the 
field. A half-wave dipole antenna (𝑓 = 1 𝐺𝐻𝑧) is considered. The antenna is illuminated 
by a plane wave with the same polarization (linear) as the antenna. The RCS and the 
induced current on the antenna at its alone state are studied based on capacitive loads (0 
to15 𝑝𝐹). Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) show the real and imaginary values of the induced current 
at the input port of the antenna and also its RCS based on the used loads. At small capacitive 
load impedances the load acts as an open circuit. This results in very small current at the 
antenna and RCS. For capacitive load equal to 𝐶~1.25 𝑝𝐹 the current and RCS at the 
antenna reaches to a maximum. Beyond this capacitance value, the magnitude of current 
decreases until it converges to a constant value. 
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 (a)                    (b) 
Figure 2.1.  (a) Alone state current based on capacitive loads (b) Antenna RCS based on 
capacitive loads. 
 
By introducing a second antenna (neighbor antenna) in the field the current 
distribution on the antenna (now called target antenna) is altered due to the mutual coupling 
effect. This change in the current distribution will result in the degradation of the 
backscattered field from the antenna. An identical half-wave dipole (antenna 2) with a 
different load impedance is placed beside antenna 1 as shown in Figure 2.2. In steady state, 
the induced currents on the antennas are equal to:  𝐼1 = 𝐼1
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 + 𝐼1
𝑀𝐶  and 𝐼2 = 𝐼2
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 +
𝐼2
𝑀𝐶 , where 𝐼1
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 and 𝐼2
𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 are respectively the induced currents at antennas 1 and 2 at 
their alone states. Subsequently, 𝐼1
𝑀𝐶  and 𝐼2
𝑀𝐶  are the steady state induced mutual coupling 
currents at antenna 1 and 2 when the other antenna is placed in the field. Similarly, the 
steady state voltages at antenna 1 and 2 are  𝑉1 and 𝑉2 respectively. 
The direction of incident wave has a great impact on the induced voltages (and 
currents) at both antennas. To study this, load impedances 50𝛺 and 1𝑝𝐹 are considered for 
antenna 1 and 2. These loads are an example of low scattering (50𝛺 with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~ 0.008 𝑚2) 
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and high scattering (1𝑝𝐹 with 𝑅𝐶𝑆~0.048 𝑚2) states for the studied antenna. Three 
scenarios are considered where the incident wave impinges (i) on both antennas 
simultaneously, (ii) First impinges on antenna 2 and then after that on antenna 1 as shown 
in Figure 2.2. (iii) First impinges on antenna 1 and then after that on antenna 2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Scattering scenario in a two antenna system. 
 
Figure 2.3 (a) shows the real and imaginary values of the induced voltages in both 
antennas for three scenarios when the distance (𝑑) between them is increased to 4𝜆. The 
variation of the voltages in each antenna is shown by a marker and a color. The marker 
types show either antenna 1 (50𝛺) or antenna 2 (1𝑝𝐹) (respectively circles and squares for 
antenna 1 and 2). The red, blue and green colors show respectively the studied scenario (i), 
(ii) and (iii). In all cases, the voltages at the antennas are diverged from their alone states 
because of the mutual coupling effect from the neighbor. In scenario (i), by increasing the 
distance the voltages of both antennas are converged to their alone states in spiral forms. 
In case (ii) and (iii), the antenna in front, i.e. antenna 2 and antenna 1 respectively, are 
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illuminated from two sides: the source wave and the antenna in the back. By increasing 𝑑 
the two incident waves come in phase and thus the total induced voltage at the antenna go 
through 360° phase. Figure 2.3 (b), shows the magnitude of the voltage at front antennas 
based on the distance between antennas. It is understood that for both antennas the 
magnitude of the voltage is converging to its alone state. At 𝑑 = ∞, the voltages on the 
antenna will converge to their alone state values. On the other hand, for back antennas in 
case (ii) and (iii), i.e. antenna 1 and 2 respectively, by increasing 𝑑 the voltages quickly 
converge to their alone states. 
 
    
     (a) Real and imaginary of V      (b) magnitude of V 
Figure 2.3. Variation of the voltages at two side by side antennas. 
 
The studied scenarios can be explained by using mutual coupling model in (1) 
since: 1) the voltages are diverged from their alone state due to the presence of a neighbor, 
2) the voltages are converged to the alone state of the antenna at  𝑑 = ∞, 3) the voltage at 
the antenna is a function of the load − and consequently the current −  at the neighbor. The 
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dependency between the antenna voltage and the current of its neighbor is described by 
mutual coupling impedance, i.e. 𝑍12and 𝑍21 in (1).  
 
      
 (a)  Real       (b) Imaginary 
 
Figure 2.4. Simulated Real and Imaginary (𝑍12) and (𝑍21) for non-identical loads. 
 
Figure 2.4 (a) and (b) show the real and imaginary values of the mutual coupling 
impedances for case (i), (ii) and (iii). These case studies are respectively are shown by red, 
blue and green graphs. The resultant mutual coupling from antenna 2 to antenna 1 (𝑍12) 
and from antenna 1 on antenna 2 (𝑍21) are characterized by square and circle markers 
respectively. In (1), the mutual coupling impedances depends on: 1) how quickly the 
voltage at the antenna is converged to its alone state, 2) how strong the current on the 
neighbor antenna is formed. In the case studies, antenna 1 is low scattering and its voltage 
converges to its alone state fast. On the other hand, antenna 2 is high scattering and its 
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voltage takes longer to converge. Thus, in each case study the mutual coupling impedance 
for two antennas with different loads result in 𝑍12 ≠ 𝑍21. In cases where the induced 
voltages on antenna is quickly converged to its alone state’s value both real and imaginary 
values of the mutual coupling impedance is very small and close to zero (i.e. 𝑍12 in case 
study (i) and (ii)). For front antennas (i.e. antenna 2 in case (ii) and antenna 1 in case (iii)), 
the induced voltage is immensely diverged from its alone state and it is slowly converged 
to the alone states. In these cases, both real and imaginary values of impedance takes very 
big values (i.e. 𝑍21 in case study (ii) and 𝑍12 in (iii)). For these case, the mutual coupling 
converges to zero when (𝑉 − 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒) → 0. Interestingly, the mutual coupling impedances 
for both antennas in the back antennas, i.e. 𝑍12 in case (ii) and 𝑍21 in case (iii), are equal 
to those values for case study (i) where the antennas are placed beside each other.   
According to [23]: “A reciprocity theorem states that a response of a system to a 
source is unchanged when source and measurer are interchanged”. This scenario is 
realizable in traditional definition of mutual coupling in that 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 in turn act as a 
source in the system. Accordingly, this leads to 𝑍12 = 𝑍21 showing the fact that the mutual 
coupling interactions for a transmitter and a receiver antenna is equal [6], [23]. However, 
for evaluating the mutual coupling in scattering antennas we always have a three (or more) 
antenna system where one antenna is the source of the system. When the source is on two 
scattering antennas have mutual interaction and when it is off the mutual coupling among 
them is zero. On the other hand, in this scenario changing the source and measurer is not 
meaningful since the main source is the incident wave. In general, we conclude that the 
mutual coupling and the interference between multiple scattering antennas depends on the 
antenna loads and antenna placements with respect to the incident wave. 
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3. LOAD SWITCHING 
In this Section, we perform measurements to study the effect of a neighbor antenna 
in the backscattering link of a target antenna. We perform simulations to confirm our 
results. Printed half wave dipole at f=1GHz is considered on a Roger RO4350 substrate. 
The antenna and the structural support thickness are 0.05 𝑚𝑚 and 0.5 𝑚𝑚 respectively. 
Two-conductor pads 1 𝑚𝑚 × 1 𝑚𝑚 are added to the antenna structure for soldering 
impedances to the antenna structure as shown in Figure 3.1. To modulate the scattered 
signal from the target antenna a pin diode is used at the input port of the target antenna. 
The impedance of the diode at forward bias is 1𝛺 + 0.7𝑛𝐻. To bias the pin diode the target 
antenna is connected to signal generator Agilent 81150A through thin wires. The signal 
generator is set at f=10𝐻𝑧 and ±0.7𝑣. To isolate the induced ac current from the wires 
which are connected to the signal generator inductors 𝐿=100𝜇𝐻 are used between the pin 
diode and wires. To minimize interference from wires they are made orthogonal to the 
polarization of the reader antenna and antennas. The target is illuminated by a horn antenna. 
The horn antenna is connected to the Agilent E5061B vector network analyzer (VNA) 
where we measure 𝑆11.  
In this paper, 1-port VNA measurement is used to measure backscattering signal 
from the target antenna. By measuring  𝑆11 at the VNA the scattered field from the target 
is measured with respect to an internal incident wave at the input port of reader antenna. 
According to (2), the scattered field from the target is directly related to the induced current 
distribution on the antenna. Thus, the measured  𝑆11 have a direct relation with the variation 
of the current at the target antenna. Furthermore, according to (3) the RCS also depends on 
the current distribution on the antenna by √𝜎  ∝ 𝐼. The demodulation of the backscattered 
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𝑛=1  where 
𝑠11(𝑛)  is the received backscattered signal at the VNA. And Ʌ(𝑛) is a sign function which 
is triggered to +1/−1 when the diode is ON/OFF. In this setup, 𝑁𝑝 = 10 and 𝑁 = 500. 
Since  𝑠11 ∝ 𝐼 we have 𝑝𝑑 ∝ 𝐼 and 𝑝𝑑 ∝ √𝜎. 
We consider two groups of loads at the neighbor antenna as shown in Table 3.1 and 
3.2. In the first group, i.e. {𝑍𝐿1, 𝑍𝐿3, 𝑍𝐿5, 𝑍𝐿7}, the current at the alone state of the antenna 
has 90°<∆Φ<180° phase shift comparing to the alone state at the target antenna. In the 
second group, i.e. {𝑍𝐿2, 𝑍𝐿4, 𝑍𝐿6, 𝑍𝐿8}, the current at the antenna has 0°<Φ<90° phase shift 
comparing to the alone state of the target antenna. The load impedances are soldered to 
neighbor antennas. The neighbor antennas were put individually beside the target antenna 
for measurements. Three scenarios are considered for measurements in that the neighbor 
antenna is placed in the back, side and front of the target antenna. These scenarios are 
called back, side and front neighbor scenarios. The distance between antennas (𝑑) is 
increased and the scattered signal from the target is recorded. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Prepared printed half wave dipole at f=1GHz for measurements. 
 
Figure 3.3, 3.4 show the normalized |𝑝𝑑| and also simulated current at the target 
antenna respectively for side and back neighbor scenarios based on the distance between 
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antennas. We only present a few cases of impedance switching in the neighbor antenna in 
each figure. The measured and simulated values of the alone state current are shown with 
green and yellow markers respectively. 
 
Table 3.1. Group 1. 
Group 1 
Load RCS (𝑪𝒎𝟐) ~ ∆Φ 
𝑍𝐿1= 20Ω +0.7pF 346 105° 
𝑍𝐿3= 50Ω +0.6pF 250 115° 
𝑍𝐿7=118+0.5pF 155 135° 
𝑍𝐿5= 118Ω +0.2pF 80 150° 
 
 
Table 3.2. Group 2. 
Group 2 
Load RCS (𝑪𝒎𝟐) ~ ∆Φ 
𝑍𝐿2= 4.5Ω +1pF 441 85° 
𝑍𝐿4= 50Ω +2pF 183 65° 
𝑍𝐿6= 118Ω +12nH 35 35° 
𝑍𝐿8=10Ω +22nH 25 10° 
 
 
In general, measurement and simulation results keep the same trend and are in 
agreement with each other. The difference between the simulated and measurement results 
can be attributed to the parasitic effect of the soldered impedances and also error in placing 
neighbor antennas at the same exact locations during the measurements. For all cases, the 
induced current at the target antenna converges to the alone state when the neighbor 





(a) Measurement setup. 
  
(b) side neighbor scenario                     (c) front/back neighbor scenario. 
Figure 3.2. (a) Measurement setup (b) Side neighbor (c) Back/front neighbor. 
 
This convergence behavior of the current is periodic for side and back neighbor 
scenarios. The period of the repeating pattern of magnitude of current at the target for side 
neighbor and back neighbor scenarios are ~ λ and ~ 0.5λ respectively. The reason for this 
can be attributed to the fact that the scattered signal from the neighbor travels twice the 
distance between the antennas in back neighbor comparing to side neighbor scenario in 




Figure 3.3. Variation of the magnitude of current and 𝑝𝑑 at the target antenna based on 
distance between antennas in side neighbor scenario. 
 
            
Figure 3.4. Variation of the magnitude of current and 𝑝𝑑 at the target antenna based on 
distance between antennas in back neighbor scenario. 
 
In side and back neighbor scenarios loads from both groups can produce 
constructive or destructive interference depending on their distances to the target antenna. 
To produce constructive interference at the target antenna in side and back neighbor 
scenarios, the neighbor must switch to different loads depending on its distance to the 
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target. Using different loads at the neighbor antenna, induces different phases at the 
induced mutual coupling currents at the target antenna. When the phase of the induced 
mutual coupling current from the scattered field from the neighbor antenna is in alignment 
with the alone state current of the target antenna a constructive interference will be 
produced. Using different loads in the neighbor will also change its RCS. Using high 
scattering states at the neighbor antenna we expect better improvement in the current at the 
target when the phases of both alone state current and mutual coupling current align (and 
a constructive interference is produced).  
 
 
Figure 3.5. Variation of the current at the target for different load switching in the 
neighbor within 𝜆 12⁄ <𝑑< 𝜆. The distance between antennas for using 𝑍𝐿2 at neighbor is 




Figure 3.5 shows the real and imaginary values of the simulated induced current at 
the target antenna when its side neighbor antenna is loaded with five different loads. The 
magnitude of the current at the alone state in the target antenna is characterized by 𝛿𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒. 
The distance between antennas is increased uniformly within 𝜆 12⁄ <𝑑< 𝜆 with step side ∆=
𝜆
12⁄ . For all cases, by increasing the distance between antennas the induced current at the 
target is converged to its alone state in a spiral form. Each marker on the five traces in 
Figure 3.5 characterizes a state which represent two factors: (1) the load impedance at the 
neighbor, (2) the distance between antennas. 
A circle with its center at the origin and radius 𝛿𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒 characterizes the constructive 
and destructive region for induced current at the target antenna.  At all markers (states) 
which are located inside this specified circle, the magnitude of the target antenna is reduced 
comparing to its alone state. Thus, at these states (distances and loads) the effect of the 
neighbor antenna is destructive. On the other hand, at states which are outside the specified 
circle the magnitude of the induced current at the target antenna is increased. Thus, at these 
states (distances and loads) the effect of neighbor is constructive. Destructive or 
constructive interference at the current of the target antenna is directly related to a decrease 
or increase in the RCS of the target antenna. An example of a destructive state is using  𝑍𝐿1 
or 𝑍𝐿2 at 𝑑 < 2∆.  However, if at these distances the neighbor switches to 𝑍𝐿7 the effect of 
the neighbor can be constructive and the RCS from the target increases. The magnitude of 
induced current at the target is characterized by 𝛿1in this case on Figure 3.5.  To maintain 
the constructive effect at the target at distances 2∆< 𝑑 < 5∆ and 5∆< 𝑑 < 6∆ the neighbor 
should switch to 𝑍𝐿8 and 𝑍𝐿4 respectively. As understood from Table 3.3 by employing 𝑍𝐿8 
in neighbor antenna the resultant RCS from neighbor antenna is very low (10 𝐶𝑚2). Thus, 
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since the backscattering from the neighbor in this load is low it is not possible to increase 
RCS from the target antenna very much above its alone state. However, by using this 
impedance at the neighbor it is possible to stabilize the current at the target antenna and 
avoid destructive interference. On the other hand, by using 𝑍𝐿2 at the neighbor antenna it 
becomes maximum scattering (441𝐶𝑚2). As understood from figure 3.5, at  6∆< 𝑑 < 9∆ 
the phase shift between the induced mutual coupling current and the alone state current at 
the target antenna align (constructive interference) and as a result the magnitude of the 
induced current in the target improves. After this at 9∆< 𝑑 < 12𝜆 the neighbor antenna 
should switch to 𝑍𝐿1 so that the current at the target antenna reaches to a maximum. As an 
example, at 𝑑 = 10∆, by using all five loads at the neighbor antenna a constructive 
interference at the target antenna occurs. However, using 𝑍𝐿1 produces the highest 
constructive interference which increases the current at the target the most. Table 3.3 
tabulates the results for producing constructive interference at the target by load switching 
at the neighbor antenna. The maximum achieved gain over the alone state current is defined 
as 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 20 log (
𝛿
𝛿𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒
) and is tabulated in Table 7.3. It is understood that by impedance 
switching at the neighbor antenna at different distances to the target antenna it is possible 
to achieve a gain up to 0.72𝑑𝐵 < 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 < 3.4𝑑𝐵 over the alone state at the target antenna 
in side neighbor scenario. This study is repeated for back neighbor scenario. For back 
neighbor scenario, the period of interference pattern is 𝜗~0.5𝜆. Interestingly, almost the 
same order of load switching is obtained at the neighbor for this case when the neighbor is 
placed at farther to the target antenna. The results are tabulated in Table 7.3. The archived 
gain over the alone state at the target antenna is up to 1𝑑𝐵 < 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 < 3.24𝑑𝐵 by using 
different loads at different distances between antennas.  
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𝑑 < 2∆ 0.72 dB 6
7⁄ 𝜗 < 𝑑 < 𝜗 
1.77 dB 𝑍𝐿7 
2∆< 𝑑 < 5∆ 1.20 𝑑 < 2
7⁄ 𝜗 
1.00 dB 𝑍𝐿8 
5∆< 𝑑 < 6∆ 2.33 dB - - 𝑍𝐿4 
6∆< 𝑑 < 9∆ 3.4 dB 2
7⁄ 𝜗 < 𝑑 <
4
7⁄ 𝜗 
3.24 dB 𝑍𝐿2 
9∆< 𝑑 < 12∆ 2.6 dB 4
7⁄ 𝜗 < 𝑑 <
6
7⁄ 𝜗 




In our study, we understood the different pattern of the degradation of current at 
the target antenna in front neighbor scenario comparing to side and back neighbor 
scenarios. Figure 3.6 shows the normalized |𝑝𝑑| and also the normalized simulated current 
at the target antenna in front neighbor scenario based on the distance between antennas. 
According to the results, in front neighbor scenario using all loads in group 1 in the 
neighbor antenna produces constructive interference to the target. On the other hand, using 
all loads which are in group 2 in neighbor antenna produces destructive interference to the 
target. Figure 3.7 also shows the real and imaginary values of the simulated induced current 
at the target when load switching is used in the front neighbor. In all cases, by increasing 
the distance the induced current in converged to the alone state. Using 𝑍𝐿1 and 𝑍𝐿4 
(respectively from group 1 and 2) have respectively the most constructive and destructive 




Figure 3.6. Variation of the magnitude of current and 𝑝𝑑 at the target antenna 
based on distance between antennas in front neighbor scenario. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. In front neighbor scenario loads in group 1 and 2 produce respectively 
constructive and destructive interference to the target antenna. 
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the constructive and destructive effects from the neighbor. However, comparing to 𝑍𝐿1 and 
𝑍𝐿4 the resultant magnitude of the current due to both degradation and improvement in the 
current at the target antenna is very close to the alone state in target antenna. The highest 
achieved gain of constructive interference within 0 < 𝑑 < 𝜆 using loads in group 1 is 
0.58𝑑𝐵 < 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 < 3.28𝑑𝐵. 
Improving current and fading away the current at a target antenna are both desirable 
in different applications. While improving current at a target antenna can help increasing 
the read rate and also read range in RFID systems, fading away the current from a target 
antenna can also help hiding a target antenna from undesired access and investigations. 
Overall, we understand that the backscattering from a target antenna is strongly dependent 
on the loading of its neighbor antenna as well as the placements of the neighbor with respect 
to the incident source signal. According to the achieved results when a neighbor antenna is 
within an effective radius to a target antenna it has considerable effect on the variation of 
the current at a target antenna. Outside this effective area the effect of the neighbor antenna 
on the target antenna is minimized and can be neglected. 
Figure 3.8 depicts a map for the variation of the magnitude of the current at the 
target antenna when an identical neighbor with identical load (1𝛺 + 0.7𝑛𝐻) is placed 
beside it in the field. The target antenna is placed at (0,0). The plane wave illuminates the 







) using an identical neighbor can increase the signal at the target 
antenna. However, exactly in front of the target antenna (𝑦 < 0) the identical neighbor will 
block the signal from the target as understood from Figure 3.8. By increasing the distance 
between the antennas over to 𝜆 in front neighbor still the effect of neighbor is destructive. 
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In this case, by switching to tabulated loads in group 3.1 in Table 3.2 it is possible to 
overcome to destructive interference effect at the neighbor and improve the backscattering 
signal. Load switching in back and side neighbor scenarios can also be used in blind or low 
scattering spots to improve the backscattering at the target.  
 
 
Figure 3.8. The variation of the current at the target antenna when an identical 
neighbor is placed beside it in the field. The target antenna is placed in the center of the 
field. 
 
The result of this study can be used in passive RFID networks for improving the 
signal strength from a target RFID antenna. The proposed model consist of an RFID 
antenna which is equipped with several loads that can be used depending on different 
scenarios in order to help a target antenna in the vicinity to improve its backscattering 
signal. In this scenario, not only the neighbor antennas do not produce blind spots but also 
they help a target RFID antenna to improve its signal strength. This technique can help 




In this paper, controlling the mutual coupling interactions in two side by side 
scattering RFID antennas is studied and discussed by using the definition in (1).  It is shown  
by measurements and simulations that by load switching in a neighbor antenna the 
interference in closely spaced RFID antennas can be controlled to 1) avoid destructive 
interference at a target antenna 2) produce constructive interference at the target antenna 
to increase its backscattering signal strength. It is shown that by cooperative 
communication in RFID networks it is possible to overcome to blind spots and instead 
improve the backscattering from a target antenna. A multi-port passive RFID antenna is 
proposed which consists of several load impedances. This model can be used in 
neighboring antennas to switch to different loads depending on theirs placements with 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
This dissertation addresses two major challenges in passive RFID networks by 
studying the root causes and provides solutions for them. A measurement methodology is 
developed for estimating the structural scattering coefficient of a linear antenna. Linear-
Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator is used to develop an estimation methodology for 
the scattering model of a linear antenna in Green model. The absolute value of the error (𝜖) 
of the estimated value and the simulated true value of this parameter (𝐴𝑠) can get as low 
as |𝜖| < 0.053 when the PDF of white Gaussian noise is ensured in the measurement setup. 
Next, the well-known Green model for evaluating the radar cross section (RCS) of an 
antenna over its Г plane for two types of antennas is studied: half wave-dipole and T-match 
bowtie antenna. The variation of RCS of a linear half-wave dipole over its Г plane is as 
described by this model. However, it is discovered that Green model cannot completely 
explain the behavior of a T-match bowtie antenna over its Г plane. Both by measurements 
and simulations it is shown that a T-match bowtie antenna has two maximum scattering 
areas over its Г plane. This led the research to create a manipulation on the studied T-match 
bowtie antenna to use dual loading on its structure. The first stimulus on the studied T-
match bowtie antenna is produce by creating a 1𝑚𝑚 gap at the center of the antenna and 
the second stimulus is produced at the original input port of the antenna. By using a 
combination of loads at both stimuluses of the new antenna a variety of scattering states 
with different magnitudes over 360° can be created. This feature of the new antenna design 
is used to : i) increase the vector differential RCS ii) produce a quasi-32-QAM. In the next 
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step, the mutual coupling interactions of two and more RFID antennas is studied. A new 
state in RFID tags is investigated to suppress interference in a dense deployment of RFID 
tags. In this new state, RFID tags switch to a low scattering state to avoid a chaos of 
interference in the network. By measurements and simulations it is shown that using this 
method when a target antenna is located among nine neighbor antennas in its close vicinity, 
the magnitude of its scattered signal (𝛿) is stabilized at the level in that the target and the 
RFID reader are alone in the field. This means that by using the proposed method the 
neighbors are actually invisible in the field and do not produce any interference to the 
target. Using 𝛿, a read rate study is performed for the network consisting of one target 
antenna and 9 neighbor antennas in close proximity of each other. When the threshold of 
read rate at the RFID reader is set at “0.75 𝛿” the average read rate of the target antenna is 
93.76% when low scattering neighbors are used. In case high scattering neighbors (short 
circuit neighbors) are used the average read rate is 14.16%. In the last step, a numerically 
based method for evaluation of mutual coupling in scattering antennas is developed. For 
scattering antennas the current at an antenna is a function of the load impedance at its 
neighbors. A multi-port RFID antenna which can switch to different load impedances to 
help a target antenna in its vicinity – who is queried from the RFID reader− to increase its 
backscattering signal over its signal where it is alone in the field. This increase in the signal 




5. FUTURE WORK 
The result of this study in this dissertation showed that the current state of literature 
lacks a full understanding of the behavior of RCS of different RFID antennas over their Г 
planes to design their maximum differential RCS in their backscattering links. Thus, a 
study on this topic seems to be necessary toward extending the coverage range of passive 
RFID networks. Base on the behavior of RCS in T-match bowtie antenna, a dual loaded 
RFID antenna is invented which can produce various scattering states with different 
magnitudes over 360° phase span in the in-phase and quadrature plane. In this dissertation, 
only a few combinations of loads at the two stimuluses of the designed dual loaded antenna 
are evaluated. The possibility of more scattering states by using other combination of loads 
will be investigated in future works. Furthermore, this invention is employed in other types 
of RFID antennas to investigate the possibility of increasing the vector differential RCS 
and also higher order modulations in passive RFID systems.  
The result of this work show that there is a need for more comprehensive study on 
the mutual coupling interactions among scattering antennas. This study can be used in 
Electronically Steerable Antenna Arrays to design more educated and efficient pattern 
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